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Abstract
The design of ship structures was normally optimized to reduce construction
material and maintain adequate strength while adhering to a given classification society's
rules. In the case of Polar Class vessels, where weight minimization was important,
higher fabrication labor costs occurred due to the closely spaced frames and thicker
material needed. There was a cost trade-off between minimizing material under the
traditional design method and designing a ship that was easier to construct at the
shipyard, i.e. designing for downstream processes.
Using the newly defined Unified Requirements for Polar Ships by the
International Association of Classification Societies Inc., a numerical tool was developed
to minimize construction cost of the icebreaker's hull form. This tool allowed the user to
tailor the labor and material metrics to represent a specific shipyard. The tool then
specified an optimum structural solution in terms of minimum weight and production
cost.
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1.0 Introduction
Traditionally, the first step of ship design has been for the owner to choose a
classification society, prescribing the rules to which his or her vessel will adhere. Next,
the design firm would create a vessel that both met the owner's desires and complied
with existing standards and regulations. In this phase, the design of a vessel was
normally optimized to reduce the amount of material for the vessel's hull form without
compromising strength. When completed, the vessel's design was then given to a
shipyard where the ship was to be constructed. The shipyard alone determined the true
costs associated with material, labor, overhead, and profit, most often transferring them to
the owner.
An interesting aspect of this traditional method would arise when, for example, a
disconnect developed between the engineering firm's design and the construction
methods used at the shipyard for fabrication of the vessel. One possible scenario that
might have developed involved the design, optimized by the design firm to have
increased strength and minimum material, forcing the shipyard to procure a particularly
high strength material uncommon to the work force. The resulting cost increase with
material and labor identified one way by which optimization in one phase could
negatively impact later design/construction phases.
In the cases of ice-class or Polar Class vessels, with strengthened hull structure for
operation in ice-covered water or in the polar regions of the globe, these disconnects
could be even greater. However, instead of the disconnect being with material and
strength, it often developed between the density of hull structure in the design phase and
the labor effort expended during the construction phase. This was due to the fact that ice-
class and Polar Class vessels have more strengthening structure in a given foot print area
compared to an open-water hull form not intended to come in contact with ice. The high
density of the structure reduced the accessibility for welders to easily access joints for
welding. Therefore extra effort was expended, resulting in higher labor costs to the
shipyard, and ultimately to the owner of the vessel.
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To determine the true impact of this additional labor cost a trade-off analysis was
completed. More specifically, the trade-off between the cost obtained when minimizing
materials and the cost obtained when designing a more easily produced ship was
conducted for ice-capable vessels. Therefore the concept of design for downstream
practices was researched and applied to develop a method to optimize, at a global level,
the construction costs of an ice-class or Polar Class hull form by minimizing total costs
(including costs of production) and compare it to the cost obtained by only minimizing
material.
11
2.0 Background
2.1 Countries Operating Ice-capable Ships
Not surprisingly, the prominent activity of ships operating in ice-covered waters
has come from northern countries that either needed access to the Arctic or that have
territorial waters that become ice-covered at least part of the year. Consequently,
Canada, the United States, Russia, Norway, Finland, and Sweden have been the nations
that have contributed the most to icebreaking technology. Due to variations in geography
and needs for operating vessels in ice, the countries have provided various levels of
progress to ice-capable vessel designs. Finland and Sweden, where parts of the coastline
have become frozen for certain periods thought-out the year and are ice-free for the
remainder, have needed to maintain open access to their ports for shipment of goods only
when ice was present, using lower class icebreaking vessels. Canada and the United
States had similar issues with winter freezing of the Great Lakes closing off access to
certain ports. They too have operated icebreakers to grant access where needed,
predominately more so Canada than the United States. These two countries, along with
Russia, have additionally operated bigger and more capable ships in the Arctic Ocean,
dealing with thicker ice to aid northern coastline ports that become ice-locked.
Since the early 1900's, Russia has held the largest number of vessels that are ice-
capable - followed by Sweden and Finland, given their necessity of coastline access year
round. Depending on the period of research, Canada has maintained the next largest
number of ice-capable/icebreaking vessels.
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2.2 Icebreaking Process
Generally speaking, as an icebreaker advances, the ice in front of the vessel would
begin to bend below its level position on the water surface and become pushed under the
ship's hull form. Eventually a point of failure/fracture would occur at some distance
forward of the ship's bow leaving a broken piece of ice that would either be pushed to the
side of the vessel or would flow underneath the vessel, depending on the bow geometry.
This process continued as the vessel maintained its forward motion. Figure 1 identifies
this fundamental icebreaking process. Figure 2 illustrates how ice can be submerged
under the hull if it was not pushed to the side of the vessel.
Figure 1: Concept of a Ship's Hull Breaking Ice
N spray
Source: C. G. Daley, lecture on ship-ice interaction (Ice Engineering, course taught at Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's, NL, 2007), Slide 11.
Figure 2: Depiction of Ice Being Submerged Under a Vessel
Source: C. G. Daley, lecture on resistance & powering (Ice Engineering, course taught at Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's, NL, 2007), Slide 5.
Besides the direct process of breaking ice, there were other methods that bring a
vessel in contact with ice. The second most notable method was when a vessel was
operating in ice that was not heavy packed, but had open areas of water visible on the
surface such as shown in Figure 3. When a vessel was transiting in this type of ice flow,
the "glancing" impacts of ice would hit the ship's hull as it advances. Depending on the
13
speed of advance of the ship, the impact could produce significant pressures that the hull
must withstand. Figure 4 illustrates how typical glancing ice would impact a vessel
during a transit.
Figure 3: Picture of Typical Broken Ice Flows
Source: Transport Canada (website), accessed April 4, 2013, http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/marinesafety
/debs-arctic-shipping-operations-ice-navigators-1708.htm.
Figure 4: Depiction of Glancing Impact of Ice on Hull Forms
Source: C. G. Daley, lecture on structural loads (Ice Engineering, course taught at Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's, NL, 2007), Slide 12.
These ice interactions required the hull to absorb significant amounts of energy
without failing, and experience had shown that hull geometry was one of the most
important factors to consider in designing a successful hull form. Over the past century,
as more knowledge was gained with ship-ice interactions, hull forms evolved to be more
effective.
14
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2.3 Classification of Ice Type
In much the same way that a nation's geography dictated its vessels' ice
capabilities in Section 2.1, a specific vessel's capability were dictated by different
environmental aspects of its intended operation. The most important of these aspects
would be the type of sea ice the vessel was expected to encounter. As such, there was a
defined classification system for ice and the typical thickness that was representative of
that type, found in Figure 5.1
Figure 5: Ice Categories and Typical Thickness Range
Typical IceGeneral Category Sub-Category of Ice Thickness Range
of Ice [cm]
New Ice Nilas 5- 10
Young Ice Grey 10- 15Young__Ice Grey-White 15-30
Thin First Year, First Stage 30 - 50
Thin First Year, Second Stage 50- 70
First Year Ice Medium First Year 70 - 120
Thick First Year >120
Second Year -
Multiyear -
A depiction of the major categories of ice can be found in Figure 6 below, and it
is worth noting the formations referred to by the terms rafting, compression ridges,
consolidation and hummocks for later discussion.
15
I Lamb, Ship Design, 40-3.
Figure 6: Development of Sea Ice and Classification
Source: C. G. Daley, lecture on physical properties of ice (Ice Engineering, course taught at
Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's, NL, 2007), Slide 10.
2.4 Icebreaking Hull Forms
2.4.1 Hull Form Geometry Nomenclature
Key to the discussion of hull form development was the understanding of the
terminology used to describe hull forms. Figure 7 identifies the most notable aspects of
hull form geometry with respect to the bow.
Figure 7: Hull Geometry Terms for Hull Bows
Source: Thomas Lamb, Ship Design and Construction, 2 vols. (Jersey City, NJ: The Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers, 2004), 40-9.
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When one was looking to develop an icebreaking hull, there were many aspects to
discuss. The buttock, waterline, and flare angles defined how the hull form would impact
ice and subsequently absorb/distribute the energy required to break and move the ice out
of the vessel advancing. As such, these three were the most important to know for the
purpose of this paper, and each of these angles are defined below.
1. The buttock angle defined the angle between the water surface and the hull
bow when looking at the profile view (side view) of the ship,
2. The waterline angle defined the angle between the hull bow and an
invisible line that extends parallel to the mid-body ship's side when looking at the
plan view (top view) of the ship, and
3. The flare angle defined the angle between the water surface and the hull
bow when looking at the body view (front view) of the ship.
The remaining terms in the figure worth explaining are:
1. The stem angle defined the buttock angle that was located at the most
forward part of the bow,
2. The ice foot defined the structure used to prevent the vessel from
completely riding up onto the ice to a point where the vessel could no longer free
itself by going astern, and
3. The clearing wedge defined the structure used to prevent submerged ice
from flowing along the bottom of the vessel as it advanced, and instead be pushed
the to the side so it may rise to the surface. This would inherently protect the
propellers in the stern of the ship as it moved forward.
17
2.4.2 Development of Icebreaking Hull Forms
Given that hull forms were designed based on the type of environment they would
encounter, and given the highly diverse types of ice environments that existed, there
tended to be many different types of icebreaking vessels. Some of the most common
classes of hull forms were:
1. Straight Stem with Parallel Buttocks,
2. Concave Stem (White Bow),
3. High Frame Flare Angles (Melville Bow),
4. Spoon Bow with Reamers,
5. Semi-spoon Bow with Chines,
6. Flat Family, and
7. Thyseen-Waas Bow.2
These hull types are depicted in Figure 8. The illustration focused on the main
aspects of the hull's features. Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide additional detail and
emphasis on three types of hulls: the "White Bow", "Spoon Bow" and "Flat Family". It
was also interesting to note that the first three categories listed above were sometimes
referred to as "conventional" hulls as they were more streamlined along the length of the
vessel to reduce open-water resistance. As the other remaining types of hulls were
significant departures from this streamlined concept, they were often referred to as
"unconventional" hull types. 3
18
2 Sodhi, Northern Sea Route, 9.
3 Sodhi, Northern Sea Route, 10.
Figure 8: Categories of Icebreaking Hull Forms
Straight Stem ConcaveStem
with Paralel Buttocks (While Bow)
High Frame Flare Angles
(Melville Bow)
Spoon Bow Sei-spoon Bow Flat Famy Thyssen-WaMs Bow
with Reamers wth Chines
Source: Devinder S. Sodhi, US Army Corps of Engineers, Cold Regions Research & Engineering
Laboratory, Special Report 95-17, Northern Sea Route Reconnaissance Study: A summary of
Icebreaking Technology, June 1995, accessed 5 April 2013, fig 8, http://www.crrel.usace.army.mil
/library/specialreports/SR95_17.pdf.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 also gave examples of vessels that existed around the
world and exhibited the characteristics of these different hull forms. Polar Sea ("White
Bow" - Operated by the United States), Kigoriak ("Spoon Bow" - Now Operated by
Russia), and Oden ("Flat Family" - Operated by Sweden) were very interesting in that
they were all effective at breaking ice but had very different geometry. Figure 11 through
Figure 14 provided additional detail to illustrate the differences between "conventional"
and "unconventional hull" forms for the Polar Sea and Oden vessels respectively.
19
Figure 9: Evolution of Ice Breaker Hull Forms Identifying Specifically
the "White bow" and the "Spoon Bow"
Source: C. G. Daley, lecture on ship-ice interaction (Ice Engineering, course taught at Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's, NL, 2007), Slide 2.
Figure 10: Evolution of Ice Breaker
the "Flat
Hull Forms
Family"
Identifying Specifically
Source: C. G. Daley, lecture on ship-ice interaction (Ice Engineering, course taught at Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, St. John's, NL, 2007), Slide 3.
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Polar Sea (Conventional Hull)
Figure 11: Bow Picture of
Polar Sea Figure 12: Side Picture of Polar Sea
Source: Wikipedia, accessed April 6,
2013, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
/USCGCPolarSea_(WAGB-11)
go. 100. USA, Polar Class Icebreaker
WABG 1 1 Polar Sea
Source: Lazer One's, Wordpress.com (blog), December 9, 2009,
original drawings completed by www.shipbucket.com, accessed
April 6, 2013, http://lazerone.wordpress.com/about/ship-profiles
/icebreakers-2/us-wabgll-polar-sea-2/.
Oden (Unconventional Hull)
Figure 13: Bow Picture of
Oden Figure 14: Side Picture of Oden
Source: The Continental Shelf
Project (website), accessed April 6,
2013, http://a76.dk/greenlanduk
/northuk/gr_n-expeditionsuk
/lomog_2007_uk/
Saween, IOden
ON- A-.-r
Source: Lazer One's, Wordpress.com (blog), December 9, 2009,
original drawings completed by www.shipbucket.com, accessed
April 6, 2013, http://lazerone.files.wordpress.com/2009/12/sweden
-ib-oden.png?w=800.
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2.5 Structure of Ice-Capable Ships
2.5.1 Hull Structure Nomenclature
The structure of a hull form was comprised of a number of structural members
that, as a sum, completed the hull form in meeting its intended shape and strength. These
structural components were normally arranged in either the transverse framing system or
the longitudinal framing system. The transverse framing system was one where the hull
plate strengthening ran from one side of the ship to the other side of the ship, i.e. from
port to starboard, with connecting members that ran along the length of the vessel. The
longitudinal framing system, conversely, was one where the hull plate strengthening ran
along the length of the vessel, i.e. from bow to stem, with connecting members that ran
from port to starboard. When a design has no dominant type of framing structure then
this system was sometimes referred to as a "combination" or "grillage" framing system. 4
Figure 15 and Figure 16 identified typical examples of both the transverse and the
longitudinal framing systems. Usually long ships would be longitudinally framed on
account of the larger bending moments the hull would experience along its length while
sailing. Icebreakers, however, were normally framed transversely to withstand the direct
local ice loads that occur.
A brief description of the primary structural members mentioned in Figure 15 was
provided for reference:
1. Shell Plating / Strakes - Steel plates that form the hull side and bottom;
2. Frames - Transverse members that support shell plating. Broken into two
smaller categories concerning ice-class vessels: Web Frames and Intermediate
Frames. Web frames were the larger frame members when different frame sizes
existed and the smaller frames were simply referred to as Frames. If there was
only one size of frame present in the design, then the distinction of a frame being
a web was normally not described;
Zubaly, Applied Naval Architecture, 201.
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3. Stringers - Longitudinal members that supported shell plating;
4. Girders - Similar to stringers except these were attached to either deck
plating or plating on the bottom of the hull form;
5. Keel - The main girder that ran along the centerline length of the ship;
6. Beams - Transverse members that supported deck plating; and
7. Stiffeners - Transverse or longitudinal members that strengthened the
shell plating. Normally referred to as longitudinal structure.5
Figure 15: Depiction of Structural Members of Hull Forms
Luenal S"anMm
De*k PW*Vn
TMsVrse SVWngh
I hMe
and Bruce Johnson, Introduction to Naval Architecture (Annapolis, MD: United
States Naval Institute, 1982), fig 5-22.
i Gillmer and Johnson, Introduction to Naval Architecture, 96-106.
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Sheer Sake
Thomas Gillmer
Figure 16: Depiction of Simple Transversely and Longitudinally
Framed Hulls
Transversely Framed Longitudinally Framed
Source: James Roy et al., Longitudinal Vs Transversely Framed Structures For Large Displacement
Motor Yachts, accessed 9 April, 2013, fig 1, http://www.hiswasymposium.com/assets/files/pdf/2009
/Hiswa%20Symposium%202008%20James%2ORoy%2OBen%20Munro.pdf
2.5.2 Icebreaking vs. Ice-strengthened Vessels
It should be noted that there was a difference between vessels that were
categorized as "icebreakers" and vessels that were referred to as being "ice-
strengthened". Icebreakers were exactly what their title implies: they were vessels design
to break ice. Ice-strengthened ships on the other hand were vessels whose hulls were not
necessarily intended to break ice but were instead designed to withstand loads
experienced due to the impact of ice on the hull. Typical ice-strengthened ships were
vessels that sailed through a channel cut into the ice by an icebreaker, i.e. ice-
strengthened ships were designed to be escorted, and led, by an icebreaker. The Baltic
Sea was a geographical region where this was witnessed regularly. Finland and Sweden
operated a fleet of icebreakers that maintained cleared channels through the ice to allow
ice-strengthened merchant ships to sail through.
24
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The structure normally associated with ice-strengthened vessels was comprised of
a strengthened bow region as well as an ice belt region. The stem of the vessel may have
been strengthened as well depending on specific operational requirements. Figure 17
identified three different types of vessels and where the location of higher strength hull
structure would be compared to open-water vessels that did not come into contact with
ice. In the figure the vertical lines indicated the framing structure was transversely
oriented and horizontal lines indicated the framing structure was longitudinally oriented.
Here both the "ice-strengthened Baltic tanker" and "Arctic tanker design" were using
combination framing. The "Ice strengthened Baltic tanker" depicted the concept of an
"ice belt" that is referred to in ice-strengthened vessels.
Figure 17: Depiction of Strengthened Structure for "Ice-strengthened"
Vessels
"Hybrid" Arctic tanker design
Source: Robert Tustin, Mikko Niini, and Erkki Ranki, "Arctic tankers: current and future
structural design practice", IceTech Symposium 2010, (September 2010): fig 9.
Icebreakers were similar to ice-strengthened vessels as they too had an ice belt
and strengthened bow structure. However, the strengthened bow structure would extend
all the way to the bottom and extend a certain distance aft. The ice belt structure would
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also be extended lower and the stem would be strengthened for astern operation when
maneuvering in ice. A typical schematic of strengthened structure for icebreakers can be
found in Figure 18. One other big different between ice-strengthened vessels and
icebreakers that was not apparent in Figure 17 and Figure 18 was that icebreaker bows
would have significantly different bow geometry compared to "normal" open-water
vessels as discussed in Section 2.4.
Figure 18: Depiction of Strengthened Structure for Icebreakers
TOP OF ICEBELT
44' WIL38' L (38' L) 47, W,
. . .. . .31'VL
ICE GROUNDING
VL
20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0
AP FP
BOTTOM OF ICEBELT
(15' WL)
STERN MIDBODY BOV
SECTION SECTION SECTION
Source: John C. Daidola, and Rubin Sheinberg, "A Procedure for the Structural Design of
Icebreakers and Other Ships Navigating in Ice", SNAME Transactions, Vol 96, (1988): 271-307.
2.6 Development of Polar Code
2.6.1 Classification Societies
A classification society is defined as an organization that would provide
"statutory services and assistance to the maritime industry and regulatory bodies as
regards maritime safety and pollution prevention, based on the accumulation of maritime
knowledge and technology." 6 As such, vessels were normally designed to a specific
classification society where the vessel would receive specific notations that identified the
standards to which it was designed and constructed. These standards were normally
referred to as "rules" or "codes" for ship design and were in addition to any
internationally recognized design criteria set forth under conventions, i.e. International
26
6 IACS, Classification Societies, 4.
Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL).
Although over 50 classification societies existed, those that received references
most commonly are listed below, in no particular order:7
1. American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
2. Lloyd's Register (LR)
3. Det Norske Veritas (DNV)
4. Bureau Veritas (BV)
5. Germanischer Lloyd (GL)
2.6.2 IACS and the Polar Code
Most shipping were classified by one of 10 main classification societies, and over
the past half century many collaborative efforts have occurred between these different
organizations.8 As such, the International Association of Classification Societies Ltd.
(IACS) was formed in 1968 and was governed by members from each of the participating
classification societies who made up its membership.9 Its purpose of IACS was to bring a
unified voice to all participating classification societies and share technical knowledge
between them. Under this authority, "Unified Requirements" have been developed by
IACS and thus have been adopted by its member societies. In 2007, one of these
"Unified Requirements" was the Unified Requirements Jbr Polar Ships (hereinafter
referred to as IACS UR), which was ratified by all participating classification societies
under IACS. The IACS UR stipulated the minimum requirements for any vessel that
intended to sail in the defined polar locations of the Artic and Antarctica.
7 Ashe, "Classification and Certification".
8 Ashe, "Classification and Certification".
9 IACS, Classification Societies, 6.
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Prior to IACS UR, each classification society maintained its own method to
describe how icebreakers and ice-strengthened ships were to be designed and constructed.
If a ship was intended to operate in the territorial waters of one of the northern nations,
then those counties normally held their own requirements as well. An example of this in
North America was the Canadian Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations
(ASPPR), which states requirements for vessels to operate in Canadian waters in addition
to requirements by classification societies.' 0 All northern nations hold similar territorial
water requirements similar to Canada. Given this abundance of regulation between the
different classification societies and northern nations that governed how ice-capable ships
should be built, and each of these regulations being based on different underlying
principles of design, the IACS UR was produced as a method to resolve and unify the
structural requirements under one minimum standard.
In addition to unification of requirements, the IACS UR also brought with it the
novel concept that steel hull structures could be designed with plastic deformation
capacity in mind, as opposed to designing vessels to never surpass the elastic-plastic
limit, or yield point. This concept was first introduced by the ASPPR in the mid 1990's
on account of it being commonly understood that when a vessel was transiting an ice
pack, the ice field was not completely uniform with the same type of ice as described in
Section 2.3." For example, it was likely that a region of first year ice may contain some
old ice (second year ice or multiyear ice) that was hidden within the flow and would
stronger than first year ice. As well, hummocks and ice ridges may have been present
that also differ significantly in strength compared to the surrounding ice type. Therefore
ships should have been designed to account for these variations ice type encounters. It
was defined under ASPPR and IACS UR that the hull structure would be primary
designed for the elastic limit when concerning the typical type of ice the vessel would be
transiting in, but also have the structure's plastic capability to protect the vessel from
encounters with stronger ice that would overstress the hull beyond yield upon impact.
Hence, there were 7 Polar Classes defined within the IACS UR that stipulate the typical
10 Department of Justice, "Artic Waters Pollution Prevention Regulations."
" Lamb, Ship Design, 40-10.
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type of ice the vessel would be intended to operate in but also make aware of the other
types of ice that may be present.' 2 These classes and descriptions are found in Figure 19.
Figure 19: IACS Polar Classes and Descriptions
Source: IACS (website), "Unified Requirements for Polar Ships", accessed April 15, 2013,
http://www.iacs.org.uk/document/public/Publications/Unified-requirements/PDF/URlpdf41O.pdf
The IACS UR broke a hull form into different regions and specified what
strengthening was required for each region for each Polar Class. The hull was divided
vertically into three sections labeled the "Ice Belt", "Lower", and "Bottom", and divided
horizontally into four sections labeled the "Stem", "Midbody", "Bow Intermediate", and
"Bow". As the "Bow Region" was not divided vertically, these horizontal and vertical
divisions generated a set of 10 regions as seen in Figure 20. Before the IACS UR,
icebreakers had three strengthened hull sections as described in Section 2.5.2, namely the
bow, ice belt, and stem. Some rules went so far as to require an additional area adjacent
to and below the ice belt, as was found in the ASPPR.' 3 With the adoption of IACS UR,
all Polar Class vessels would have to comply with the prescriptive criteria for each of the
10 newly defined regions.
12 IACS, "Unified Requirements for Polar Ships."
13 Department of Justice, "Artic Waters Pollution Prevention Regulations."
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Polar Class Ice Description (based on WMO Sea Ice Nomenclature)
PC I Year-round operation in all Polar waters
PC 2 Year-round operation in moderate multi-year ice conditions
PC 3 Year-round operation in second-year ice which may include multi-year ice inclusions.
PC 4 Year-round operation i thick first-year ice which may include oldice inclusions
PC 5 Year-round operation in medium first-year ice which may include
old ice inclusions
PC 6 Summer/autumn operation in medium first-year ice which mayinclude old ice inclusions
PC 7 Surur/mautum operation in thin first-year ice which may incude
old ice inclusions
Figure 20: Defined Regions for Strengthening of Polar Class Hull
Forms
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Source: IACS (website), "Unified Requirements for Polar Ships", accessed April 15, 2013,
http://www.iacs.org.uk/document/public/Publications/Unified-requirements/PDF/URI_pdf410.pdf
The abbreviations found in the figure stand for:
7. B - Bow Region,
2. Bli - Bow Intermediate Ice Belt Region,
3. BEl - Bow Intermediate Lower Region,
4. Bib - Bow Intermediate Bottom Region,
5. Mi - Midbody Ice Belt Region,
6. M1 - Midbody Lower Region,
7. Mb - Midbody Bottom Region,
8. Si - Stern Ice Belt Region,
9. Sl - Stem Lower Region,
10. Sb - Stem Bottom Region,
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11. UIWL - Upper Ice Waterline, and
12. LIWL - Lower Ice Waterline.
The UIWL and LIWL were the defining lines upon which the Ice Belt Region was
described by the rules. These lines or "waterlines" referred to the extreme drafts at which
the vessel would operate. Thus the Ice Belt boundaries were offset above and below the
UIWL and LIWL respectfully, which can also be seen in Figure 20. Other specific
defining points for the boundaries were based on geometry of the hull form, e.g., the
transition from "Bow" to "Bow Intermediate" was when the waterline angle was 10
degrees along the UIWL. 4
2.6.3 IACS, ABS, and the Polar Code
When the IACS UR was adopted, all participating classification societies of IACS
had to figure out where their previous ice classification system would fit. In terms of the
classification society ABS for example, they originally had a classification system
ranging from A5 thru Al in descending order of capability for multiyear ice (A5 being
the most capable icebreaker) and AO, BO, CO, and DO for first year ice. 5 They also
maintained the "Baltic" notations for vessels operating in the Baltic Sea. In comparison
to the IACS UR's "Polar Classes", the A5 through Al notations were found to be more
conservative in certain areas and less conservative in others. Thus ABS developed two
additional notations to be used in addition to a "Polar Class" notation. These were the
"Enhanced" and "Icebreaker" notations that go above and beyond the IACS UR Polar
Classes. The resulting notation scheme can be seen in Figure 21. ABS now maintains
four separate categories for vessels that operate in ice, the first was for vessels looking for
just the "Polar Class" notation, one for "Polar Class, Enhanced" notation, one for "First
Year Ice Class" notation, and one for a "Baltic Class "notation. Under the title of each of
these categories are the ABS section reference numbers where the specifications would
1 IACS, "Unified Requirements for Polar Ships."
"5 ABS, Steel Vessel Rules 2007, pt. 6, chap. 1.
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be found for each notation. Only the shaded "Polar Class, Enhanced" notations were
eligible for the addition notation of "Icebreaker".' 6
Figure 21: ABS Notations for Vessels that Operate in Ice
Polar Class Polar Class, Enhanced First-year Ice Class Baltic Class
(6-1-1, 6-1-2, 6-1-3) ^-1 (6-1-5) (6-1-6)
PC2
PC3
PC5
PC6 1AA
PC7 PC7, Enhanced AO 1A
BO 1B
Co 1C
DO
Note: The ice classes are eligible for Ice Breaker class notation.
Source: American Bureau of Shipping (website), Steel Vessel Rules 2013, accessed April 6, 2013.
http://www.eagle.org/eagleExternalPortalWEB/ShowProperty/BEA%20Repository/Rules&Guides/C
urrent/2_SVR2013/part6.
An interesting thing to note was the horizontal equivalent ranking that was
implied by Figure 21 such that "Baltic Class IAA" was similar to "PC6" or "PC6,
Enhanced". The reason for this was not precisely known. The author believed that this
horizontal ranking was not intended to imply equivalence but merely identify and lower
subordinate in the horizontal hierarchy, e.g., "PC6" would meet "Baltic Class 1AA"
requirements but not vice versa. That said, any "Enhanced" or "Icebreaker" notation
would supersede that of a "Polar Class" notation.
ABS Steel Vessel Rules 2013 (ABS SVR), Part 6, Chapter 1, Section 2 solely
dealt with the Polar Class notation requirements and was essentially the IACS UR
translated into ABS terminology. For example, Figure 20 was taken from the IACS UR,
but an identical figure appears in the ABS SVR. These rules only spoke to the hull
regions defined from the upper boundaries of the "Ice Belt" and "Bow" Regions
extending downward. The upper hull above this region would be classified under a
16 ABS, Steel Vessel Rules 2013, pt. 6, chap. 1.
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different section of ABS SVR, as it was not expected to ever come into contact with ice.
It was therefore normal to see an icebreaker hull form structure that was very dense in the
regions defined by Figure 20, which opens up when above those defined ice-strengthened
regions, an example of which is depicted in Figure 22.
Figure 22: Typical Icebreaker Hull Form Structure
Unstrengthen Hull
Structure Above Ice
Belt and Bow Regions
Ice Belt Region
Structural
Members
Bow Region
Structural Members
Bottom Region
Structural Members
Other classification societies developed similar notation systems to those of ABS,
the specifics of which were deemed unnecessary for the purposes of this paper.
2.7 Current Method of Design
When designing an icebreaker or an ice-strengthened vessel, the designer must
first understand the relative importance of different areas of performance, specifically
icebreaking, ice-transiting, and open-water sailing. The hull form was one of the
essential things to be considered first, given, for example, the strong link between a
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ship's bow and how efficient the hull from would be at clearing ice. Hull form geometry
and powering were fundamentally linked, so iterative steps are taken to determine what
was the best combination of hull form geometry and propulsion to achieve desired results
for icebreaking, ice-transiting, and open-water sailing, as defined by the operational
requirements of the vessel being designed. For example, an icebreaker's focus would be
on its ability to break thick multiyear ice using efficient propulsion that is
environmentally friendly. On the other hand, an ice-strengthened container vessel that
operates in the Baltic Sea would be more focused on open-water efficiency, strengthening
the hull just enough to safely transit behind an icebreaker clearing its path.
Hull structure was only considered in the design process after a hull form's
geometry and installed propulsion was completed. This methodology was confirmed by
one of the world's leading design firms of ice-technology: Aker Arctic, 17 and is
illustrated in Figure 23, which identified the iterative loop with hull form geometry and
propulsion design.
Figure 23: Typical Design Process for Ice Class Vessels
Polar Class e "cb 'k '' I'-c'ub"
* Escort and Ice Management Duties
*Open Water Resistance
Hull Form *ce Bakming Resistance
ePowerina rements
Pro n Eirmental ConcernsPropulsion Deelownent
Hull e&e rmee aStde
Strutur Plate, Girder, Stringer, & Framte ScantlingsStructure e Frame No. of Girders / Strners
eLocal structure can now be determined along withDetail Design other detals of vessel design
17 Kari Laukia, telephone interview, October 30, 2012.
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As seen in the figure, designing the hull structure followed the decisions on the
hull form and propulsion. During this phase, one of two methods were commonly
employed. The first method was to design a structure that was implemented before on
vessels of similar design, and was fairly well understood through parametric analyses.,
Alternatively, the designer could conduct an optimization routine to minimize weight but
still comply with necessary standards for the specific ice-class/notation.19 The structural
design was then ready to proceed into the "Detailed Design" phase where local structure
and outfitting of the vessel were generated, thus finishing the design development process
for hull form and hull structure.
2.8 Motivation of Thesis
2.8.1 Development of Research Concept
When designing an ice-class vessel's structure, the focus of the naval architect
was often more drawn towards minimizing weight than to look at the aspects of
production during hull construction. That is not to say that aspects of production were
completely ignored, but rather that minimizing weight, with its impact on the
displacement of the vessel, was often viewed as more critical. As history has shown, this
focus on weight minimization can lead to small frame spacing and high grade material
that make the fabrication of an ice-class hull more difficult to achieve.2 0 This led to the
question of what was the cost trade-off, here specifically for an ice class vessel, between
minimizing materials and designing a more easily produced ship?
To answer this question in terms of cost, one needed to know how the cost of hull
structure was calculated. This included knowing the material and production metrics that
influenced the cost. However, obtaining this information proved difficult when it came
to ice-capable vessels, as was displayed by the reputable and robust shipyard National
Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO), considered to be one of the best shipyards
18 Discussion with production engineering at Irving Shipbuilding Inc., 18 October 2012.
19 Kari Laukia, telephone interview, October 30, 2012.
20 Lamb, Ship Design, 40-10.
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in North America. NASSCO had a detailed understanding of its production metrics for
many vessels, yet even they were in the process of conducting a National Shipbuilding
Research Program (NSRP) to determine how to more efficiently design/construct an ice-
class vessel.2 One issue lied in the amount of available data to develop specific ice-class
metrics: the number of ice-capable ships produced worldwide was extremely small in
comparison to the greater shipbuilding industry. Unfortunately, production metrics of
open-water vessel construction did not necessarily translate to ice-class vessel
construction, for reasons including the differences detailed in Section 1 and elsewhere in
this paper, and some metrics that may have translated proved not to be scalable to ice-
class applications. Thus, determining the trade-off between minimizing materials and
designing a ship that is easier to produce at the shipyard began with investigation of the
various production metrics that would go into ice-capable vessel construction. This
required, in turn, knowledge of how vessels were priced.
2.8.2 Current Cost Estimation Techniques
There were two work breakdown structures when it comes to defining the
necessary work to be done when constructing a vessel. There was the Systems-Oriented
Work Breakdown Structure (SWBS) and the Product-Oriented Work Breakdown
Structure (PWBS). Examples of each can be found in Figure 24 and Figure 25.
21 George Solis, telephone interview, December 3, 2012.
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Figure 24: Example of SWBS Format
SWBS Group Title
000 General Guidance and Administration
100 Hull Structure
200 Propulsion Plant
300 Electric Plant
400 Command and Surveillance
500 Auxiliary Systems
600 Outfit and Furnishings
700 Armament
800 Integration/Engineering
900 Ship Assembly and Support Services
Source: Richard Lee Storch, et al., Ship Production (Jersey City, NJ: The Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers, 2007), 54.
Figure 25: Example of PWBS Format
Hull Block Zone Outfitting Lone Famning
Construction Method Method Method
(H BCM) (ZOFM) (ZPTM)
Source: Richard Lee Storch, et al., Ship Production (Jersey City, NJ: The Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers, 2007), 56.
Once a work breakdown structure was created then a cost estimating tool could be
used. The two main types of cost estimating in shipbuilding were weight-based and
production-based. Normally weight-based cost models were associated with the SWBS
and production-based cost models are associated with the PWBS, however weight-based
could also be applied to PWBS. In North America it appears, from the author's personal
investigations and work experience, that a majority of the shipyards conduct weight-
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based cost estimating. Only NASSCO was found to fully employ PWBS and a
production-based costing tool. This made collection of information concerning
production factors difficult to achieve for this paper due to their lack of availability.
For reference, typical weight-based costing systems would price the hull structure
by a means of:
Total Cost = Total Tonnage * Material Rate
+ Total Tonnage * Production Rate
Where
Material Rate = Material Cost per Tonne
And,
Production Rate = Production Cost per Tonne
Or,
Production Rate = Production Time per Tonne * Wages
Sometimes these "rates" would be increased in areas where difficulty was
expected when constructing the vessel, e.g., the production rate (cost per tonne) for bow
structure would likely be higher than compared to the side section in the midbody due to
the complex curvature encountered in the bow. This complex was more time consuming
and thus more costly to work with.
These rates were sometimes also increased by applying a "difficulty rate factors"
when conducting the cost estimating. The result of these "rates" being multiplied by their
respective "rate factors" produce what was defined as the Cost Estimating Relationships
(CERs). In essence, a CER was a "base rate" that has been increased by a "difficulty
rate factors" for a specific weight or process.
22 Edward Devine, telephone interview, November 5, 2012.
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Referring back to Figure 24, it can be seen that there were many CERs needed to
estimate a design's cost, as there would be different CERs associated with each SWBS
group, as well as with the many additional levels of breakdown. As shipyards have
historically only maintained weight-based CERs and have not tracked production-based
CERs, there was little readily available information regarding production CERs to use.
Since this paper only dealt with construction of hull forms, most shipyards were at least
willing to speculate on what production factors would be of the most import when it
comes to hull construction for icebreakers and ice-strengthened vessels, even if they did
not have historical data to provide.2 3 The recurring ideas suggested as drivers of
production cost were:
1. Material Cost - influenced by:
a. Material grade,
b. Amount being purchased, and
c. Material thickness / weight.
2. Labor Cost - influenced by:
a. Thickness of material being joined,
b. Number of weld passes required,
c. Material grade, and
d. Accessibility.
3. Overhead Cost - unique to each shipyard.
In addition, SPAR Associates Inc., a company that tracked a variety of metrics of
North American shipyards, provided an overview that confirmed the suggestions by the
various shipyards. Thus, all of these suggestions were used when conducting the trade-
off analysis. In addition to these factors, an extra "region difficulty factor" was suggested
23 Shipyards include: Irving Shipbuilding Inc., Seaway Marine & Industrial Inc., NASSCO, Seaspan
Vancouver Shipyards, J.M. Martinac Shipbuilding Corp.
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to help account for plate curvature that is seen at the bow or stern of vessel construction if
it was not already captured in a separate CER.2
Besides material and labor CERs, overhead was a concern of costing. Depending
on the company, different methods would be witnessed for the allocation of overhead
costs. Some companies allocated overhead cost within the different CERs, while others
simply listed overhead as a separate cost in their estimating formula. From the author's
personal experience it was noticed that when shipyards were working with government
contracts, overhead would be separated and identified openly where as private contracts
would see overhead built into material and labor costs.
24 Laurent Deschamps, telephone interview, November 13, 2012.
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3.0 Program Development
3.1 Goal of Program
The purpose of the research conducted was to investigate the specifics of the
trade-off between a Polar Class vessel designed by minimizing materials and one
designed to be easier to produce at the shipyard. Without performance and cost data from
large sets of vessels built using both methods, it was decided to build a program that
could generate representative sets of data for comparison to analyze this problem. Given
a hull form, the program needed to generate structural arrangements that met a given
classification society's rules. The program then needed to select the arrangements that
either minimized weight or minimized production cost within a set of user-defined
material and labor metrics. By varying inputs to the program, sets of hull structures
could then be generated for trade-off analysis. The trade-off analysis was conducted by
comparing cost savings versus the increase in weight when production costs optimization
was done compared to weight optimization.
The numerical tool's purpose was to optimize a hull form's structure to reduce
labor costs during construction while adhering to the newly defined IACS UR. The
numerical tool required a user input the hull's external geometry constraints based on the
vessel's lines plan, which have already been optimized for hydrodynamics, then it would
output an optimized structural hull form based on the newly adopted polar rules and user
specified production metrics.
In order to build the program, various labor and material metrics, as well as
constraints had to be determined. The information described under Section 2.8.2 was
decided as the type of labor metrics to be used. Material metrics were already known but
still required user specified values. Finally, the constraints would be stipulated by the
classification society chosen for the design of the vessel. For the reader's clarification,
production metrics refer to both material and labor metrics. Overhead will not be
included for the purposes of this paper.
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3.2 Initial Program Setup
MATLAB, a product of Mathworks*9, was used to develop the program due to the
user-friendly environment in developing optimization routines and the diverse set of
optimization algorithms available in MATLAB's Optimization Toolbox. Additionally, a
MATLAB code was provided that could perform weight minimization for a given type of
hull form,2 5 which provided a starting point.
As the investigation was interested in evaluating the trade-off between weight and
cost for two methods of designing ship structure, the objective function was the total cost
of production. The total production cost was found by the summation of the cost of
material and the cost of labor, i.e. one sub-function for the calculation of material weight,
and the other for the calculation of labor cost. The weight of material was converted to a
cost using its specific material price per unit weight. This equation was defined as shown
below:
Total Cost = Material Weight * Cost per Unit Weight + Cost ofLabor
Where,
Material Weight was a sub-objective function
And,
Cost ofLabor was a sub-objective function
In doing this, the objective sub-function Cost ofLabor was able to be de-activated
such that the optimization routine would only produce a solution that would give the
minimum cost for material, effectively creating an optimization routine for the
minimization of structural weight. The main objective function can be found in
Appendix B, Section 2, with the weight objective sub-function in Appendix B, Section 3
and the labor cost objective sub-function found in Appendix B, Section 4.
25 Timothy J. Emge, Optimization for Lowest Weight.
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The constraints of the optimization problem were set by the classification
society's rules concerning Polar Class vessels. These were prescriptive requirements that
were directly translated into the constraint file for the optimization routine. This code file
can be reviewed at Appendix B, Section 5.
The design variables of the program were the scantlings (dimensions) and the
number of the structural members to be used in the hull form that covered:
1. Frame Scantlings,
2. Stringer Scantlings (Girders and Stringers are only referred to as stringers in the
code),
3. Shell Plating Thicknesses, and
4. Number of Stringers.
These design variables were subsequently passed between the main objective
function, sub-objective functions, and constraints to achieve the parameters that produce
the desired solution.
Setup of the optimization algorithm, along with user inputs and displayed outputs
of the program are found under the "Main Program" file. The specifics of these inputs
and outputs will be explained in more detail in Section 4.1.1. The Main Program code
can be found in Appendix B, Section 1.
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3.3 Optimization Setup
The optimization problem was mathematically defined as:
Minimize: F(x) = w, fi(x) + f2 (x)
Subject To: ASB SVR Part 6, Chater 1, Section 2
Lower Bounds x Upper Bounds
x E I
Where: F(x) = Total Cost [USD]
w1 = Cost of Material [USD/Metric Tonne]
f1 (x) = Material Weight [Tonnes]
f 2 (x) = Labor Cost [USD]
The mathematical expression identified the main objective function, made up of
two objective sub-functions and related using a weighting factor labeled "Cost of
Material".
This resulting optimization problem was described as one that had:
1. A non-convex feasible region,
2. A non-linear objective function due to having non-linear objective sub-
functions,
3. Non-linear constraints,
4. Mixed-integer design variables, and
5. An incomputable gradient function.
Given these characteristics of the optimization problem, there were a limited
number of "global solvers" that could be used. Since the problem was described as a
non-linear mixed-integer problem, Genetic Algorithm would be the first method to
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consider. 26 However, an opportunity to simplify the problem existed: removing the
integer values. The integers existed on account of
1. The realistic approach to discretizing the structural dimensions for frames,
plates and stringers, and
2. The determination of number of stringers.
The structural dimensions was considered to be continuous, and then rounded up
from the solution value to the nearest defined discretization, e.g., a frame web of 10.4557
millimeters would be rounded up to II millimeters if the discretization was defined at I
millimeter. This was considered acceptable as rounding distance was small in
comparison to the search of the feasible space and is similar to the concept of
"relaxation" in optimization programming.
Nothing could be done with respect to using integer values for the number of
stringers within the optimization routine. However, it was noted that there would be a
defined upper and lower bound of the number of stringers allowed in the ship's structure.
Therefore an exhaustive search was conducted for these integer values, i.e., the code was
set up to solve the problem with a fixed number of stringers, and then loop through all
possible alternatives for this value. Once completed, the result that had the minimum
cost from this comprehensive set of runs would be the actual solution, and would be
reported. This loop process can be seen in the Main Program code found in Appendix B,
Section 1.
With these changes, the optimization problem was considered smooth, opening up
the possible algorithms that can be used to solve the problem, including Global Search.
Global Search was a solver that could handle constrained minimization problems that
have bounded, non-linear constraints. It did not require a gradient to be supplied but did
require the function to be smooth. Thus Global Search was selected as it fit the problem.
26 P. Venkataraman, Applied Optimization, 438.
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3.4 Assumptions
In the development of the program certain assumptions were made to help limit
the initial scope of the analysis. These were grouped into three categories: General,
Costing, and Structural. The numbering of the assumptions was solely to facilitate
referencing in this paper.
3.4.1 General Assumptions
Assumption 1: The research conducted and information obtained was only focused on
the North American shipbuilding industry. This was done to help limit the research
scope.
Assumption 2: The program was developed using the ABS SVR Part 6, Chapter 1,
Section 2, Structural Requirements for Polar Class Vessels. As such, references to the
specific SVR Sub-sections are stated within the code found in Appendix B.
ABS essentially adopted the IACS UR in SVR Part 6, Chapter 1, Section 2.
Although other parts of the SVR dictated requirements for ship structures, the main focus
of this thesis was captured strictly within this portion of the rules. As such, the problem
was only bounded by these constraints, in order to see their effects.
This assumption also limited the investigation to the 10 regions defined in Figure
20 and excluded structure outside of those regions, such as the structure above. It also
limited the scope to the Polar Classes, and did not address additional notations, such as
the "Enhanced" or "Icebreaker" notations; again, in order to see the effect of the newly
adopted IACS UR.
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3.4.2 Costing Assumptions
Assumption 3: Overhead costs are not included in any of the cost metrics/CERs. This
was done to help limit the research scope.
Assumption 4: The program was treated as a "First Pass" look at the trade-off. Thus
many simplifications were allowed.
Assumption 5: There was limited data on the accuracy of production metrics,
complicating their previously mentioned scarcity. Therefore, the CERs defined in the
developed program were simplified as per Assumption 4. They were defensible values
that allowed the desired investigation regarding the trade-off; more accurate values, as
they became available, could be implemented and evaluated.
Assumption 6: The labor cost was solely based on the welding required to construct the
solution structure. This was done to help limit the research scope given that other
processes were smaller in comparison to welding when constructing the hull structure.
Assumption 7: "Weld Cost" was defined as the "Weld Length" multiplied by the
welding cost per unit length. Welding cost per unit length was adjusted using certain
factors to achieve a better representative cost. There was a "Base Welding Cost per Unit
Length" and the factors that inflate the cost were: "Region Factor", "Steel Type Factor",
and "Accessibility Factor". Therefore, the Weld Cost was defined as:
Weld Cost = Weld Length * Base Welding Cost per Unit Length
* Region Factor
* Steel Type Factor
* Accessibility Factor
Where,
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Base Welding Cost was defined as the cost to complete a single pass fillet
weld over a unit length, in this case one meter.
Region Factor was defined as the increased in cost associated with the
difficulty expected for welding hull structure that was associated with one
of the 10 regions as shown in Figure 20.
Steel Type Factor was defined as the increased in cost associated with the
difficulty of working with higher strength steel above mild steel.
Accessibility Factor was defined as the increased in cost associated with
the difficulty of accessing the weld area.
Welding of a typical tee-joint was illustrated in Figure 26. In the figure, grey
indicated the side shell plating, green indicated the frame web, blue indicated the frame
flange, and red indicated the fillet welds. As can be seen, to attach the frame web to the
plate there would be a fillet weld on either side of the joint. For the welding cost
calculation each fillet weld on each side was calculated, in this case four welds, each of
the full length.
Figure 26: Illustration of a Plate with an Attached Frame
U
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Assumption 8: Accessibility Factor was determined based solely on frame spacing. In
a rigorous full model, other factors would also influence the accessibility factor: the
scantlings of the frame, such as the web height and the flange width, stringer spacing and
associated stringer scantlings. Similar to Assumption 4, this program was a first pass,
and frame spacing was selected as the most appropriate parameter to capture the
difficulties caused by tight spacing during the construction of icebreakers, without
unnecessarily complicating the specifics of the program.
Assumption 9: Weld Length was calculated by multiplying the joint length with the
number of passes required to achieve the minimum required weld thickness, i.e.:
Weld Length = Joint Length * Number of Passes Required
Numbers of Passes was calculated by determining the minimum weld thickness
required divided by the amount of weld thickness achieved per single weld, rounding up.
The weld thickness achieved per single pass was a user input and the minimum weld
thickness is 75 percent of the minimum thickness of the two pieces to be welded,
following the costing formula in Design of Weldments by Omer W. Blodgett.27
Assumption 10: Set-up costs, for example of jigs or other associated activities, were
expected to be built into the different cost factors, and therefore determined by the user.
As cost factors were already a user input, no additional set-up costs were taken into
account.
27 Omer W. Blodgett, Design of Welidments, 6.4-1.
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3.4.3 Structural Assumptions
Assumption 11: Only primary and secondary structure, which included shell plating,
frames, stringers, etc., were examined. Tertiary structure, such as beams, stanchions,
bracket joints, etc., were excluded from the analysis due to those structural members not
being covered under SVR Part 6, Chapter 1, Section 2 and following Assumption 2.
Assumption 12: Transverse framing was used throughout. The Bow, Stem, and Ice Belt
Regions, as defined in Figure 20, of icebreaker and ice-strengthened vessels were
normally transversely framed. The Lower and Bottom Regions were not as definitive.
Thus given Assumption 4, transversely framed structures were considered to be a good
method for analysis.
Assumption 13: Structural members were built-up. As can be seen in Figure 26, the
frame's flange was welded to the frame's web as opposed to the frame being a solid
extrusion. Built-up structural members were a common practice in modem shipbuilding
and hence used in the program.
Assumption 14: All frames were web frames, and deep web frames were not present.
This meant that for a given region, the consecutive frames held the same scantling
arrangement. Though not necessarily true in other types of ships, icebreakers tended to
only have web frames and hence the program made use of this fact.2 8 Note that a lack of
deep frames also led to the simplification that stringer/girder spans were equal to the
distance between transverse bulkheads.
Assumption 15: Intermediate frames were only allowed in the Ice Belt Region. An
example of intermediate frames can be seen in Figure 27, indicated in blue. When
present, the frame spacing within the Ice Belt Region was half of the frame spacing in the
Lower Region.
28 Dan Vyselar, personal interview, December 11, 2012.
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Figure 27: Illustration of Intermediate Frames
Assumption 16: No stiffeners were included. All large longitudinals were referred to as
stringers in code.
Assumption 17: Shell Plating, Frame Scantlings, and Frame Spacing were allowed to
differ between each of the 10 defined regions but had to be consistent within a given
region. ABS verified that this assumption was realistic.29
Assumption 18: Stringers had consistent scantlings along the length of the hull.
Assumption 19: The material type chosen by the user would be the only material present
for the hull structure. This was done to help limit the initial set-up of the program.
Assumption 20: Welding for side shell plating joints (plate to plate welds) was not
calculated due to the complexity of defining the weld locations for each shell plate and
Assumption 4.
Assumption 21: Corrosion factors as defined in ABS SVR Part 6, Chapter 1, Section 2
were not included in the results of structural dimensions.
Assumption 22: Structure was considered to be primarily orthogonal for calculation
simplicity.
29 John Dolny, telephone interview, April 9, 2013.
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3.5 Test Hull Used
A "Test" hull form was used in the development of the code and was used to
produce the results in this paper. Due to the level of detail required, few candidates were
available that represented current designs, although the program is meant to be run on an
individual, user-determined hull form, so it was decided that a single, representative hull
form would be adequate for the purposes of this research. An open source hull form,
developed within MIT's Naval Construction and Marine Engineering Program and found
below in Figure 28, was selected. This hull design was for a vessel intended to be Polar
Class 3 capable, and followed the design philosophy as described in Section 2.7 where
the hull was first optimized for icebreaking and propulsion. This hull appeared to be a
good representation for the full range of Polar Classes as it had good hydrodynamics for
lower Polar Classes and respectable bow geometry for icebreaking needed for higher
Polar Classes. The design was of the "Straight Stem with Parallel Buttocks" with a little
more emphasis on open-water hydrodynamic efficiency as described in Section 2.4.2. It
had shallow buttock and stem angles that are consistent across the various waterlines. It
also had very small flare angles and did not have an "ice foot" or "clearing wedge".
Figure 28: Views of Test Hull used in Program Development
Plan View
Profile View Body View
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4.0 Program Description
The program was essentially broken into three sequential categories: User Input
and Variable Assignment; Optimization Setup and Run Loop; and Program Output,
which will be described in the following sections and are all a part of the Main Program.
The Main Program code can be found at Appendix B, Section 1. The other sections
under Appendix B are for the function files required as part of the optimization
algorithm. As mentioned previously, Section 2 is the Objective Function, Section 3 is the
Sub-Objective Function for determining the weight of the structure, Section 4 is the Sub-
Objective function for determine the labor cost, and Section 5 is the is the constraints file.
For the Main Program file Figure 29 has been provided to show the flow of
processes. Further detailed information of these processes can be found in the following
sections as follows:
e Section 4.1:
0
0
e Section 4.2:
0
0
0
0
e Section 4.3:
0
0
0
User Inputs and Variable Assignment Description
User Inputs
Assign Global Variables
Optimization Setup and Run Loop Description
Calculate Region Pressures
Set Upper and Lower Bounds
Set Optimization Algorithm Options
Run Optimization Algorithm
Program Output Description
Determine Best Solution
Round-up Design Variables
Output / Display Solution
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Figure 29: Flow Chart of Program
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4.1 User Inputs and Variable Assignment Description
4.1.1 User Inputs
Shown in Figure 29 are all the individual inputs that are a part of the main User
Input process. Each of these sub-processes was quickly explained below for reference of
the data required need for input.
Optimization Method Choice: The user had to choose
which optimization routine to use. The two options were:
Weight Minimization and Production Cost Minimization
Hull Material Choice: The user had to choose one the
predefined ABS material choices of: Mild Steel, High
Strength Grade 32, 36, or 40. Otherwise the user could
define a different material by inputting the material -
properties in a new window that popped up, e.g., yield
strength, density, etc.
Polar Class Choice: The user had to choose the Polar
Class notation the vessel was intended to comply with
under ABS SVR.
Intermediate Frames Choice: Following Assumption 15,
The user had to choose if intermediate frames were to be
present or not in the Ice Belt Region. Otherwise the user
could allow the program to determine the best solution.
Principal Hull Dimensions: The user had to input the
intended displacement of the vessel as well as the length at 171121
the UIWL. -
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Hull Angles: The user had to input the frame, buttock,
and waterline angles for four sub-regions of the main Bow
Region. A figure was provided to help identify the
different angles being requested.
.~V K
Structural Parameters: The user had to input the Ice Belt anM......
IcebdRodon"elgitim
Region height, Lower Region height, half-length of the l'
Bottom Region, and the stringer span. Here the stringer
span was the distance between bulkheads on account of
Assumption 14. J C
Hull Areas: The user had to input the total area of the hull
form below the upper boundary of the ice-strengthened
regions, as well as, the specific areas associated with the
Ice Belt, Lower, and Bottom Regions. These last three
areas had to equal the total area defined.
Hull Division Lengths: The user had to input the lengths
associated with the Bow, Bow Intermediate, Midbody,
and Stem Regions.
Keel Thickness: The user had to specify the expected
thickness of the keel. If it was unknown, then the *o "
assumed value was 50 millimeters (2 inches).
Base Welding Factor: The user had to input the average
expected thickness of weld achieved for a single pass, as
well as the cost to weld one meter given "normal"
conditions using mild steel. Following Assumption 7,
these metrics were for normal panel line welding.
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Region Welding Factors: The user had to input the factors
to increase the Base Welding Cost by depending on the
specific region where the work would be performed. As
there were 10 regions, 10 factors had to be defined.
Normally less than a value of 1.0 would not be specified
as the Base Welding Cost was expected to be lower bound
of costs.
Steel Factor: The user had to input the average cost of
steel as well as the steel factor. The steel factor was the
increase of cost of welding due to using higher grades of
steel in comparison to mild steel.
Side Shell Size Options: The user had to specify the
upper and lower bounds of allowable plate thicknesses, as
well as the discretization of thicknesses within the bounds.
Frame Size Options: The user had to specify the upper
and lower bounds of allowable frame web height, web
thickness flange width, and flange thickness, as well as the
discretization of these scantlings within the given bounds.
aDcatefteMMplesedSde holTNchh maa I
ct C!
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nwoaSalwaaKaam
hinomoe Web ThiesWro
I.*ilM~ftbl00hgwW~~hkm#*
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VmeSkeMOOf d Front FTnv*lhmcaaPi
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Stringer Size Options: The user had to specify the upper
and lower bounds of allowable stringer web height, web
thickness flange width, and flange thickness, as well as the
discretization of these scantlings within the given bounds.
Frame Spacing Factor: The user had to define the curve
that represented the increase in Base Welding Cost due to
small frame spacing, i.e. less accessibility. The user first
chose the number of points to define the curve (minimum
2 to a maximum of 9) and then had to specify the X-value
(Frame Spacing) and Y-value (Welding Factor) for each
point. A depiction of the defined curve was then
displayed and then requested if it was correct. If not, then
the user had the option to redefine the curve until correct.
x1: Frme Spadna
yl:Cost Fector
Hyo
Stringer Size Options: The user had to specify the upper
and lower bounds of the allowable number of stringers for
the Ice Belt, Lower, and half of the Bottom Region.
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4.1.2 Calculate Region Pressures
Once all user inputs were completed, the program then calculated the pressures
for each of the 10 regions as defined in Figure 20. The IACS UR that was adopted by
ABS and other classification societies was a rule set that was based on pressure-area
calculations. That is, the expected pressure for a given region of the hull was first
calculated to determine the limit to which the structural must be designed to withstand.
The pressure-area factors of the hull's 10 regions were fixed once calculated and
did not change as stipulated by the rules. Therefore these were calculated in the program
before the optimization algorithm was called. It was interesting to note that the Bow
Region's expected pressure was determined by bow geometry while the remaining 9
Regions were set values based on area factors prescribed by the code.
4.1.3 Assign Global Variables
After the region's expected pressures and areas were calculated, the assignment of
global variables was conducted. Global variables were used on account of the multiple
function files that were required to run during the optimization process in an attempt to
avoid errors when passing data during each function call. These variables remain
unchanged during the entire optimization problem and therefore defining them as
"global" was acceptable. These variables were comprised of hull geometry, material
properties, material CERs, labor CERs, and region pressure-area data that were needed
during optimization computation.
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4.2 Optimization Setup and Run Loop Description
4.2.1 Set-up of Bounds and Initial Guess
The Global Search algorithm required upper and lower bounds to be specified for
each of the design variables. For this reason the user was requested to input this
information. As the design variables were composed in an array "x", so were the upper
and lower bounds composed in two separate array labels "ib" and "ub" in the code.
Similar to the lower and upper bound arrays, the initial guess was also setup as an
array. This initial guess was labeled "xO" in the code and was defined by the program as
equal to the lower bound inputs. This was done to ensure the lowest structural
parameters were check for compliance with constraints and feasibility.
4.2.2 Set Optimization Algorithm Options
Using the defined method of setting options for the Global Search algorithm the
settings shown below were altered with the remainder kept at default values:
* Algorithm - Was set to "fmincon" and "sqp",
e Maximum Function Evaluations Allowed - Was set to 100000,
* Maximum Iterations Allowed - Was set to 100000,
* Constraints Tolerance - Was set to e-2
- Design Variable Tolerance - Was set to e-2
e Objective Function Tolerance - Was set to e-2
0 Number of Trial Points - Was set to 12000, and
e Number of Stage One Points - Was set to 10000.
The tolerances listed above were larger than the default value of e-6 as all of the
design variables were going to be rounded to a whole number. Therefore, after 2 decimal
places the local solution was considered sufficient and the current iteration could
terminate to help save computational time.
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It is important to know that the Global Search algorithm first chooses random
start points to compute searches of local minimums. The program was set to randomly
generate 10000 of these start points (Stage One Points) above the default value of 1000.
This was done to help achieve a better search of the feasible space. Each of these 10000
points were initially evaluated to determine which would be most likely to converge. The
chosen subset of "most likely to converge points" would then be evaluated using
MATLAB's "fmincon" optimization sub-algorithm using the "sqp" search method to
determine the local minimum.
4.2.3 Run Loop Optimization Routine
With the options for the optimization problem set, a loop command had to be
generated to conduct an exhaustive search for the integers variables that were removed
form the original design variable set, as previously described in Section 3.3. These
integer values are associated with:
The number of stringers for the Ice Belt Region,
e The number of stringers for the Lower Region,
- The number of stringers/girders for the Bottom Region, and
e Whether or not intermediate frames are present in the Ice Belt.
The optimization routine would then be called for every combination of the
integers associated with the above list to in order to conduct an exhaustive search. Every
time the optimization routine was called, the solution was stored before proceeding
through the next loop for the next integer combination. An illustration of this run loop
optimization routine can be found at Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Illustration of Program's Run Loop Optimization Routine
4.3 Program Output Description
4.3.1 Determine Best Solution
Once the program was completed with the Run Loop Optimization sub-routine,
the final solution had to be determined and displayed. Given there would be multiple
solutions that were determined, one for each loop, the code had to check to see which
solution had the lowest cost. The design variables and user chosen attributes that were
associated with lowest cost was then stored as the final solution.
Only solutions that had a "positive exit flag", which as defined by MATLAB
means the results were within the specified constraints and converged to a minimum,
were compared. This is important because certain combinations of the number of
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stringers would produce results that could not converge within the defined constraints.
These "unconveged" solutions were still stored during the run loop routine and therefore
had to be skipped when determining the true minimum solution during the comparison
step.
4.3.2 Round-up Design Variables
After the final solution was determined and stored, the design variables had to be
rounded to the nearest whole number that complied with the discretization defined
initially by the user. For example, if the defined discretion size were set to 5 millimeters
and a particular plate thickness was determined to be 8.6753 millimeters by the
optimization routine, then the plate thickness design variable would be rounded to 10
millimeters and stored.
4.3.3 Output / Display Solution
Finally, after all the design variables were rounded up to their appropriate values,
they were displayed in the MATLAB command window along with other supporting
information such as:
* Optimization method chosen,
* Polar Class chosen,
* Material chosen,
- Intermediate frames choice,
e Whether or not intermediate are present,
* Total Weight, and,
* Total Cost.
An example of the displayed output can be found at Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Example of Program Output
Polar Class = 2
Steel Material =
Intermediate Frames Choice =
Intermediate Frames Present =
Frame Spacing
B 300
BI i 310
BI l&b 610
M i 300
M l&b 600
S i 530
S l&b 1050
Plate Thickness
B 25
BIi 25
BIl 25
BIb 25
Mi 25
Ml 25
Mb 25
Si 25
S1 25
Sb 25
Frame Scantlings
Region
ABS Mild Steel
User Chosen
Yes
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
hw tw bf tf
B 630 10 310 20 [mm]
BIi 640 15 520 25 [mm]
BIl 740 15 300 15 [mm]
BIb 590 15 300 20 [mm]
Mi 540 10 490 25 [mm]
Ml 560 15 300 15 [mm]
Mb 450 10 300 15 [mm]
Si 750 25 750 25 [mm]
Sl 740 15 310 20 [mm]
Sb 610 15 300 15 [mm]
Stringer Scantlings
hw tw bf tf
IceBelt
Lower
Bottom
750
510
580
25
10
15
No. Ice Belt Stringers =
No. Lower Stringers =
No. Bottom Stringers =
Ice Structure Weight = 1617.35
540
310
300
25
20
15
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
3
1
2
[MT]
Total Cost = 13.80 Million USD
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A legend of the displayed output information is found below:
* B - Bow Region
- BI - Bow Intermediate Region
e M - Midbody Region
e S - Stem Region
e i - Ice Belt Region
e 1 - Lower Belt Region
e b - Bottom Belt Region
e hw - Web Height
e tw - Web Thickness
e bf - Flange Width
- tf - Flange Thickness
Combinations were allowed for the abbreviations, therefore two examples of these
combinations would be
e Bli = Bow Intermediate Ice Belt Region
e M l&b = Midbody Lower and Bottom Region
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5.0 Results, Discussion, and Validation
5.1 Results
The results summarized in this section pertain to the inputs surrounding the test
hull described in Section 3.5. The specific values of those inputs are found in Appendix
C. In addition to the hull form, the specific values for the production and structural
metrics are found in Appendix D and Appendix E respectively. These values remained
unchanged during the all test runs of the program.
Besides specifying values for the inputs of the program, the user also had four
choices to make as inputs. These four choices were:
* Optimization Method,
e Polar Class,
* Material Type, and
* Intermediate Frame Option.
To get comprehensive results, a test run was conducted for each combination of
choices above for data collection. The results presented pertained to the exhaustive set of
combinations of "Polar Class" and "Intermediate Frame Option" for both "Mild Steel"
and "Grade-32 High Strength Steel". Each combination was then applied to both the
Optimization Methods: production cost minimization and weight minimization. This
produced the complete data set required to determine the trade-off effects that existed for
each Polar Class.
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5.1.1 Mild Steel Results
The results for Mild Steel were provided in Figure 32 and Figure 33. The two
charts identified the difference in weight growth and cost savings when comparing the
two Optimization Methods: production cost minimization and weight minimization. To
produce these charts, a test run of the program was run for every combination of Polar
Class, Intermediate Frame Option, and Optimization Method. Whichever choice for
Intermediate Frame Option that produced more favorable results was chosen and plotted
in the charts for the given Polar Class and Optimization Method.
Figure 32: Weight Vs. Polar Class For Comparison of Both
Optimization Methods using Mild Steel
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Weight vs Polar Class - Mild Steel
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Figure 33: Cost Vs. Polar Class For Comparison of Both Optimization
Methods using Grade-32 High Strength Steel
Cost vs Polar Class - Mild Steel
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As the total cost seemed surprisingly low, there was concern about the accuracy
of the welding CER, so comparisons were performed on a percent basis, as shown in
Figure 34 to remove to help normalize the results for better comparison. An explanation
as to why the cost appeared to be too low is discussed in the Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 34: Cost Savings Vs. Weight Increase for Production Cost
Minimization compared to Weight Minimization using Mild Steel
Cost Savings vs Weight Increase per Polar Class - Mild Steel
Trade-off of Weight Minimization to Production Cost Minimization
50% 50%
45% -Cost Savings 45%
40% -Weight Increase 40%
35% -35%
30% 30%
25% 25%
20% 20%
15% 15%
10% 10%
5% 5%
0% 0%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Polar Class
Figure 34 above identified the trade-off results that answered the question
presented by this paper: What is the trade-off between minimizing weight and
minimizing production cost for ice-class vessels? The percentages were based on the
value obtained for weight minimization routine, e.g., a "26% Cost Savings" seen by the
blue curve for Polar Class 2 indicted that there was a 26% cost savings by conducting the
production cost minimization compared to cost obtained when conducting the weight
minimization routine. The most notable outcome displayed in the chart, when using the
geometry of the test hull, was there appeared to be significant cost trade-off with weight
for Polar Class 4. For that particular class there was a 40% cost savings for only a 12%
increase in weight when optimizing for production cost compared to optimizing for
weight. Further analysis and discussion of these results are found in Section 5.2.2.
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5.1.2 Grade-32 High Strength Steel Results
The results for Grade-32 High Strength Steel are provided in Figure 35, Figure
36, and Figure 37, which match up with the charts provided for Mild Steel in the previous
section for comparison. The most interesting fact of the trade-off chart for Grade-32
High Strength Steel was that the trends are similar to those for Mild Steel in Figure 34.
Figure 35: Weight Vs. Polar Class For Comparison of Both
Optimization Methods using Grade-32 High Strength Steel
Weight vs Polar Class - High Strength Steel Grade 32
Comparlslon of Weight Minimization to Production Cost Minimization
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Figure 36: Cost Vs. Polar Class For Comparison of Both Optimization
Methods using Grade-32 High Strength Steel
Cost vs Polar Class - High Strength Steel Grade 32
Comparlslon of Weight Minimization to Production Cost Minimization
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Figure 37: Cost Savings Vs. Weight Increase for Production Cost
Minimization compared to Weight Minimization using Grade-32 High
Strength Steel
Cost Savings vs Weight increase per Polar Class -
High Strength Steel Grade 32
Trade-off of Weight Minimization to Production Cost Minimizatlon
50% 50%
-Cost Savings 45%
40% -Weight Increase 40%
35% 35%
30% -30%
25% - - - - + -25% g
20% - - - - -20%
15% -15%
10% 10%
5% 5%
0% - 0%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Polar Class
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5.2 Discussion of Results
5.2.1 Metrics Used and Concern with Cost Scale
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the entire user input data was held constant for all
optimization runs. The specific values can be found in the Appendices, however of them,
the most important to note are found below in Figure 38 and Figure 39.
Figure 38: Base Welding Cost Metrics Used
Welding Metrics
Weld Thickness of Single Pass [mm] - [5/16" = 7.94 mm] 7.94
USD per weld meter [USD/m] 100.00
Figure 39: Frame Spacing Factor Used
Welding Production Factor
vs.
Frame Spacing
4.0
c3.0
1.0
0.0
0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000
Frame Spacing [mm]
The explanation of the cost scale appearing to be too low in Figure 33 for Mild
Steel and Figure 36 for Grade-32 High Strength Steel was that it was likely the Base
Welding Cost CER was too low. This was set at $100 USD per meter. However,
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increasing this value would potentially imply that other factors were being taken into
account, such as: set-up time and/or other additional overhead costs were being included.
This demonstrated how imperative it is for shipyards to have a good, in-depth
understanding of their production processes in order to be able obtain reliable and
accurate results when conducting optimization analysis.
As for the Frame Spacing Factor affecting the cost scale, the curve shown in
Figure 39 was a first guess at how accessibility would impact the cost of labor. It was
possible that a steeper curve could significantly increase the cost of labor after the Base
Welding Cost had been multiplied by the Frame Spacing Factor. Therefore the Frame
Spacing Factor curve presented may have been too shallow, thus resulting in too low of a
"total" welding cost. This could have also led to the cost scale being too low in Figure 33
for Mild Steel and Figure 36 for Grade-32 High Strength Steel.
As for the other cost factors that influenced the Base Welding Cost, these metrics
were validated by discussions with SPAR Associates, Inc. and thus not likely to have
contributed to the low cost scale being produced.3 0
5.2.2 Cost versus Weight Trade-off
Figure 34 and Figure 37 were crucial pieces of information for this research.
There appeared to be significant cost savings compared to weight increase for Polar
Classes 3 and 4. For Polar Class 5, 6, and 7 there only seemed to be small cost savings
compared to large weight increases. Finally, for Polar Class 1 and 2 there appeared to be
a balance between cost savings and weight growth, albeit a slightly high percentage on
the cost savings compared to the increase in weight.
30 Laurent Deschamps, telephone interview, November 13, 2012.
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Therefore, these findings suggest the following recommendations:
e Polar Class 5, 6, and 7 should be designed using the weight minimization method,
* Polar Class 3 and 4 should be designed using the production cost minimization
method, and
" Polar Class 1 and 2 should be designed analyzing both weight minimization and
cost production minimization methods to develop a better understanding of the
design space to determine the most efficient design.
This information would be vital to design firms and shipyards when trying to
analyze the alternatives of design. Available space was always a concern with ship
design, therefore and increase in weight was never ideal once a hull form was already
chosen. However, significant cost savings, as was shown for Polar Class 4, could justify
designing an ice-capable ship by following the design for downstream processes
philosophy and optimizing for production cost reduction.
5.2.3 Bow Frame Spacing
Another interesting occurrence discovered when running the various optimization
routines were situations that resulted in the Bow Region's frame spacing being greater
than the Bow Intermediate Region's frame spacing. An example of this was provided at
Figure 40. This went against intuition, as normally the Bow's frame spacing would be
less than the Bow Intermediate's frame spacing, which is also normally smaller than the
Midbody's frame spacing. These occurrences were however explained by the fact that
the polar rules use bow shape to determine pressure loads only for the Bow Region. The
other 9 regions are prescribed set pressure loads. Therefore, since the test hull had such
shallow buttock bow angles, it produced a lower expected pressure force when
determining the pressure - area criteria. This lower pressure requirement allowed the
frame spacing to open up and become larger than the Bow Intermediate's frame spacing
in certain test runs.
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Figure 40: Frame Spacing for Polar Class 1 Identifying a Larger Bow
Frame Spacing than the Bow Intermediate Region
Polar Class = 1
Steel Material = ABS Mild Steel
Intermediate Frames Choice = User Chosen
Intermediate Frames Present = Yes
Frame Spacing
B 560 [mm]
BI i 300 [mm]
BI l&b 600 [mm]
M i 300 [mm]
M l&b 600 [mm]
S i 480 [mm]
S 1&b 960 [mm]
5.2.4 Upper and Lower Bounds
For the charts presented in the results section, the upper and lower bounds
remained unchanged for the optimization problem. However, when the program was
developed initially, it was discovered that increasing the upper bounds to allow thicker
plate sizes sometimes generated a lower cost solution. This fact was an important one to
realize, as a shipyard must always look at all possible material sizes available to them
when using this program, or one similar, as there can sometimes be cost trade-offs by
using thicker material.
A speculation as to this occurrence surrounds the idea of accessibility. Using
thicker plate sizes allows a larger frame spacing to occur due to its increased strength
compared to a thinner plate to resist the prescribed pressure. This increased strength
allowed the frame spacing to open up, as not as many plate supporting/stiffening
members were required. So while a thicker plate required more weld passes compared to
a thinner one, if the joint to be welded is more easily accessible then the cost may be
reduced overall.
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5.2.5 Sensitivity Analysis
There were many factors that influenced the various outcomes of the optimization
routines. For this reason a proper sensitivity analysis would have been ideal to determine
what material, labor, or hull geometry metrics had the most influence on cost.
Unfortunately time constraints did not allow for this analysis to be conducted; however it
was highly recommended for future work.
5.2.6 Family of Solutions
While it was not confirmed, there did appear to be "Families" of similar solutions
for a given production cost. Meaning, it was possible to achieve different solutions for
design variables and hence achieve different structural arrangements that were all within
a specific production cost range. For this reason, multiple optimization runs must be
completed for a set routine in order to understand the different structural arrangements
that could be considered without further impacting cost.
5.3 Validation of Program
In all, the outputs for the various Polar Classes produced tangible, realistic, cost-
consistent results. The structural arrangements were similar to ice-strengthened and
icebreakers that currently operate. Yet it was worth noting that the ability to achieve
these similar values was straightforward since all one had to do was set proper upper and
lower bounds on the design variables.
Furthermore, the discussion points of the results go to validate the principle that
when accounting for labor metrics, increasing structural weight to achieve a more
accessible design for construction could achieve a lower resulting total cost. Therefore,
trade-off analysis was warranted when designing ice-class vessels and a program similar
to the one developed for this project could significantly aid the design process in
determining how to go about designing the structure for an ice-capable ship.
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The results also show that the better the production metrics for a given shipyard
were understood, then the more efficient a hull form could be designed using a program
like this.
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6.0 Areas for Future Work & Program Development
Based on the assumptions stated in Section 3.4 the program could be expanded to
encompass more design aspects of icebreakers and ice-strengthened vessels. Below is a
list of areas of future work that would be needed to produce and more "complete"
program in determining the minimum cost that can be achieved for hull construction.
The order presented begins with the highest priority and ends with the lowest priority.
1. A sensitivity analysis on the various inputs would need to be conducted to
see which has the largest impact on total production cost.
2. Stringer and girder scantlings would need to be allowed the freedom to
vary as they transition between the different regions of the hull. Currently, the Ice
Belt stringers had consistent scantlings for the Bow, Bow Intermediate, Midbody
and Stern Regions. It would be more realistic to see changes in the scantling sizes
as each of the regions would be prescribed a different pressure-area by the rules.
3. The material type would need to be allowed to vary depending on the
region of the vessel. Currently the program was fixed to one type of material.
There could be cost savings by using high strength steel in the bow and switching
to Mild Steel in the Midbody Region for example.
4. The "Accessibility Factor" would need to be expanded beyond the impact
of "Frame Spacing" and include "Stringer Spacing". For the research conducted
it appeared that stringer spacing was always greater than frame spacing and hence
ignored. However, for completeness, a factor for stringer spacing should be
included.
5. In addition to stringer spacing, the specific scantlings of the frames and
stringers could influence the accessibility factor and would need to be
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investigated. Here it was postulated that web height and flange width would be
the most influencing factors on accessibility in terms of scantlings.
6. Set-up cost of jigs or other associated activities would need to be defined
as a separate cost factor for each of the 10 regions and included in the code for
determining the cost of production. Certain regions were likely to have similar, or
reoccurring, types of weldments and hence the set-up cost would be lower. This
concept would need to be examined/researched for inclusion in the code.
7. The program would need to be expanded to allow a longitudinal framing
system, as well as combinations of longitudinal and transverse framing systems
when developing the hull structure. It was normal to see a longitudinal framing
system in the Lower and Bottom Regions and a transverse framing system in the
Bow, Ice Belt, and Stem Regions for lower Polar Class vessels and therefore
would need to be included in the program.
8. The ability to have Deep Web Frames would need to be implemented to
account for the normal construction practices of lower Polar Class vessels.
9. If Deep Web Frames were allowed, then Stringer / Girder spans would
need to coincided with the Deep Web Frame spacing and not be equal to
transverse bulkheads.
10. The program would ieed to be expanded to include requirements for the
notations of "Enhanced" and "Icebreaker" from ABS.
11. The program would need to comply with all structural requirements under
ABS SVR. This was ignored initially to see "unfiltered" results from the research
conducted. Since the program has been validated, the inclusion of all structural
requirements should be completed.
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12. Research would need to be conducted on shipyards outside of North
America to determine the modifications needed to be made for different
construction practices that may be discovered in other regions of the world.
13. As the structure was considered to be primarily orthogonal for calculation
simplicity, including more curvature would produce more accuracy and would
need to be included.
14. Welding for side shell plating joints would need to be included. This
would become more important when more than one material type was being used
through the hull form.
15. Corrosion factors as defined in ABS SVR Part 6, Chapter 1, Section 2
were not included in the results of structural dimensions. These additions would
be simple to make.
16. The user interface and overall code layout would need to be cleaned up
and made more legible. As well, more figures should be included to allow the
user to easily understand the various inputs.
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7.0 Conclusions
The program developed verified that when designing an ice-capable vessel, an
effort needed to be expended in determining production factors during the construction of
the ship. While weight minimization was used in the past, there could be significant cost
savings when allowing the structural weight to grow but simultaneously increase the
accessibly in difficult areas that require work in order to achieve production cost savings.
While the program develop for this research was a first pass at including
production metrics, as more details are tracked in shipyards, they could be feed into the
developed program to make it reflect a particular shipyard's processes more accurately.
This would be extremely beneficial in reducing the technical risk associated with
developing new ice-capable hull forms that are rarely built in comparison to other classes
of vessels.
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Appendix
ABS
ASPPR
B
Bib
Bli
BI
BV
CER
DNV
GL
IACS
LIWL
LR
MARPOL
Mb
Mi
Ml
NASSCO
NSRP
PWBS
Sb
Si
Sl
SOLAS
SVR
SWBS
UIWL
UR
WMO
A List of Acronyms
American Bureau of Shipping
Canadian Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations
Bow Region,
Bow Intermediate Bottom Region,
Bow Intermediate Ice Belt Region,
Bow Intermediate Lower Region,
Bureau Veritas
Cost Estimating Relationship
Det Norske Veritas
Germanischer Lloyd
International Association of Classification Societies Ltd.
Lower Ice Waterline.
Lloyd's Register
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
Midbody Bottom Region,
Midbody Ice Belt Region,
Midbody Lower Region,
National Steel and Shipbuilding Company
National Shipbuilding Research Program
Product-Oriented Work Breakdown Structure
Stem Bottom Region,
Stem Ice Belt Region,
Stem Lower Region,
International Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea
ABS Steel Vessel Rules 2013
Systems-Oriented Work Breakdown Structure
Upper Ice Waterline, and
Unified Requirements for Polar Ships
World Meteorological Organization
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Appendix B Program Code
Section 1 Main Program
% Stephen Normore Thesis Code
% Polar Class Hull Structure Optimization for Lowest Ship Construction Cost
% Accounts for Steel Cost as well as Production Costs
% Base Code Received By Permission From Tim Emge
% Base Code Developed For Emge's Deep Dive For 2.704 Project
% Subject: Polar Class Hull Structure Optimization for Lowest Weight
% Reference to ABS Polar Rules in code will follow the form (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
% Steel Vessel Rules: Part 6 - Chapter 1 - Section 2 / Sub Section 5.3
close all
clear all
clc
%% Setup of Global Variables for Optimization Problem Access
global yield
global AF
global Pavg
global b
global w
global Stringspan
global SSht
global Half_fr_b
global LUIWL
global B_1
global BI_1
global Ml
global S_1
global hullarea
global ib areapct
global lowareapct
global botareapct
global rho
global fr 1 B
global fr lBI
global fr_lM
global fr_1_S
global i ht
global lht
global tkeel
global tBaseWeld
global BaseWeldCost
global RegionFactor
global SteelFactor
global SteelCost
global ProductionCurve
global num-string i
global num string_1
global num string-b
global ifs
global Activation
%% User Inputs
% Set options for dialog boxes to allow user resizing of window
options.Resize='on';
% User Input for whether Intermediate Ice Frames are Present
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choice4 = menu('Optimization Method','Weight Minimization','Production Costk
Minimization');
if choice4 == 1
Activation = 0;
else
Activation = 1;
end
% Polar Class User Input
choicel = menu('Choose Polar Class:','l','2','3','4','5','6','7');
% Assignment of F
if choicel==1
CFc=17.69;
CFf=68.6;
CFd=2.01;
CFdis=250;
CF1=7.46;
AF B=l;
AFBIi=.9;
AF BI1=.7;
AFBIb=.55;
AFMi=.7;
AFMl=.5;
AFMb=.3;
AF Si=.75;
AFSl=.45;
AFSb=.35;
elseif choicel==2
CFc= 9.89;
CFf= 46.8;
CFd= 1.75;
CFdis= 210;
CFl= 5.46;
AF B= 1;
AFBIi= .85;
AF BIl= .65;
AFBIb= .5;
AFMi= .65;
AFMl= .45;
AFMb= .3;
AFSi= .7;
AFSl= .4;
AFSb= .3;
elseif choicel==3
CFc= 6.06;
CFf= 21.17;
CFd= 1.53;
CFdis= 180;
CFl= 4.17;
AF B= 1;
AFBIi= .85;
AF BIl= .65;
AFBIb= .45;
AFMi= .45;
AF Ml= .4;
AFMb= .25;
AFSi= .65;
AFSl= .35;
AFSb= .3;
actors Based on User Input
% Comments below are same for choicel == 2 thru 7
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
% Rule Determined
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
Value (SVR 6-1-2/5.13)
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AFSi= .35;
AFSl= .25;
AFSb= .15;
end
% Put all factors into global vector
AF =[AFB AFBIi AFBIl AFBIb AFMi AFMl AFMb AFSi AFSl AFSb]';
% Hull Material Input
choice = menu('Choose the Hull Material:',...
'ABS Mild Steel [B, C, D, E, DS, CS]',...
'ABS High Strength Grade 32 [AH, DH, EH, FH]
'ABS High Strength Grade 36 [AH, DH, EH, FH]
'ABS High Strength Grade 40 [AH, DH, EH, FH]
'User Defined');
if choice==1 % Same units for each choice
SteelName = 'ABS Mild Steel';
v=.3; % Poisson's Ratio
rho=7850; % Density (kg/m^3)
E=200e9; % Young's Modulus (GPa)
yield=235; % MPa or N/mm^2
elseif choice==2
SteelName = 'ABS HS Grade 32';
v=.3;
rho=7850;
E=200e9;
yield=315; % MPa
elseif choice==3
SteelName = 'ABS HS Grade 36';
v=.3;
rho=7850;
E=200e9;
yield=355; % MPa
elseif choice==4;
Steel Name = 'ABS HS Grade 40';
v=.3;
rho=7850;
E=200e9;
yield=390; % MPa
else
promptl4 = {'Steel Name:','Possions Ratio []:','Density [kg/m^3]:',...
'Modulus of Elasticity [GPa]:','Yield [MPa):'};
dlg titlel4 = 'User Defined Material Properties';
num lines14 = 1;
defl4 = {'ABS Mild Steel','0.3','7850','200e9','235'};
UserSteel = inputdlg(promptl4,dlgtitlel4,numlinesl4,defl4);
Steel Name = char(UserSteel(1,1));
v = str2double(UserSteel(2,1));
rho = str2double(User Steel(3,1));
E = str2double(UserSteel(4,1));
yield = str2double(UserSteel(5,1));
end
% User Input for whether Intermediate Ice Frames are Present
choice2 = menu('Intermediate Frames Present in Ice Beltk
Region?','Yes','No','Let Computer Determine');
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% Principal Hull Dimensions User Input
promptl = {'Displacement [MT]:','Length @ UIWL [m]:'};
dlg-titlel = 'Principal Hull Dimensions';
num linesl = 1;
defl = {'7112','105.2'};
hulldim ~= inputdlg(promptl,dlgtitlel,numlinesl,defl,options);
D = str2double(hulldim(1,1))/1000; % Displacement of Vessel [kT]
L_UIWL = str2double(hulldim(2,1)); % Length of Upper Ice Waterline [m]
% Hull Angles User Input
scrsz = get(O,'ScreenSize');
figure('Position',[1 scrsz(4)/2 scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)/2])
I = imread('/Users/stephennormore/Documents/MIT/Thesis/Normore/Matlabk
Code/Final/Both/ABS Hull AngleDefinition.png');
imshow(I); % Displays a Figure to help User Understand the requested
inputs
prompt2 = {'UIWL Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg]','UIWL Angle Second Bowk
Sub-Section [deg]','UIWL Angle Third Bow Sub-Section [deg]','UIWL Anglek
Fourth Bow Sub-Section [deg]',...
'Buttock Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg]','Buttock Angle Second Bowk
Sub-Section [deg]','Buttock Angle Third Bow Sub-Section [deg]','Buttock
Angle Fourth Bow Sub-Section [deg]',...
'Frame Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg]','Frame Angle Second Bow Sub-k
Section [deg]','Frame Angle Third Bow Sub-Section [deg]','Frame Angle Fourthk
Bow Sub-Section [deg]'};
dlg-title2 = 'Hull Angles for Hull Form at Waterline';
num lines2 = 1;
def2 = {'20','19.5','19','14','30','30','30','30','34','30.5','29.5','21'};
hullang = inputdlg(prompt2,dlgtitle2,num-lines2,def2,options);
alpha = str2double(hullang(1:4,1)); % Upper Ice Waterline Angle as defined
(SVR 6-1-2/5.5)
gamma = str2double(hullang(5:8,1)); % Upper Ice Waterline Buttock Angle ask
defined (SVR 6-1-2/5.5)
beta = str2double(hullang(9:12,1)); % Upper Ice Waterline Frame Angle ask
defined (SVR 6-1-2/5.5)
close all % Removes the displayed figure before next requested Userk
Input
% Structure Parameters User Input
prompt3 = {'Icebelt Region Height [m]','Lower Region Height [m]l',...
'Half Frame Length of Bottom [m]',...
'Stringer Span (avg dist btwn bulkheads) [m]'};
dlg-title3 = 'Structure Parameters';
num lines3 = 1;
def3 = {'7.0','4.6','4.3','7.6'};
structparams = inputdlg(prompt3,dlg_title3,numlines3,def3,options);
i_ht = str2double(structparams(1,1));
1_ht = str2double(structparams(2,1));
Halffrb = str2double(structparams(3,1));
% web frame spacing assigned below, in this case transverse bulkheads as
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% all frames are of the same height and there are no "deep webs".
Stringspan = str2double(structparams(4,1));
% Side Shell Height is the combination of Ice Belt and Lower Region
SS ht = i_ht + 1_ht;
% Assignemnt of Frame Spans for Global Variables
fr_1_B = (SS-ht+Half-fr-b)*2*.8; % 0.8 factor to account for impact ofk
bow curvature
fr_1_BI = (SSht+Halffrb)*2; % No factor for side curvature
frl_M = (SS-ht+Halffr b)*2; % No factor for side curvature
fr_1_S = (SS-ht+Half-fr b)*2*.75; % 0.75 factor to account for impact ofk
bow curvature
% Hull Areas User Input
prompt4 = {'Wetted Hull Area @ UIWL [m^2]','Ice Belt Area [m^2]',...
'Lower Area [m^2]','Bottom Area [m^2]'};
dlg-title4 = 'Hull Area Measurements';
num lines4 = 1;
def4 = {'2735.3','1231.3','1099.9','404'};
hullareas = inputdlg(prompt4,dlgtitle4,num-lines4,def4,options);
hullarea = str2double(hull areas(1,1)); % units [m^2]
ibarea = str2double(hullareas(2,1)); % units [m^2]
lowarea = str2double(hull areas(3,1)); % units [m^2]
botarea = str2double(hull-areas(4,1)); % units [m^2]
%Development of Hull Area Ratios
ib areapct = ib area/hull_area;
lowarea_pct = lowarea/hullarea;
botareapct = botarea/hullarea;
% Hull Division Lengths User Input
prompt5 = {'Bow Length [m]','Bow Intermediate Length [m]',...
'Midbody Length [m]','Stern Length [m]'};
dlg-title5 = 'Hull Division Lengths';
num lines5 = 1;
def5 = {'25.1','10.1','51.5','18.5'};
hulldiv = inputdlg(prompt5,dlgtitle5,num-lines5,def5,options);
B_1 = str2double(hulldiv(1,1));
BI_1 = str2double(hull_div(2,1));
M_l = str2double(hulldiv(3,1));
S_1 = str2double(hulldiv(4,1));
% Keel Thickness User Input
prompt6 = {'Keel Thickness [mm]'};
dlg-title6 = 'Keel Thickness [50 mm if not known]';
num lines6 = 1;
def6 = {'50.0'};
keel = inputdlg(prompt6,dlgtitle6,numlines6,def6,options);
t_keel = str2double(keel);
% Welding Metrics User Inputs
prompt7 = {'Weld Thickness of Single Pass [mm] [5/16" Shown]','USD per weld"
meter [USD/m]'};
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dlg-title7 = 'Base Welding Factor';
num lines7 = 1;
def7 = {'7.94','100.00'};
weld = inputdlg(prompt7,dlgtitle7,numlines7,def7,options);
t Base Weld = str2double(weld(1,1));
Base_WeldCost = str2double(weld(2,1))/1000;
% Region Factors User Inputs
prompt8 = {'Bow','Bow Intermediate Ice Belt','Bow Intermediate Lower',...
'Bow Intermediate Bottom','Mid Section Ice Belt','Mid Section
Lower', ...
'Mid Section Bottom','Stern Ice Belt','Stern Lower','Stern Bottom'};
dlg_title8 = 'Region Welding Factor';
num lines8 = 1;
def8 = {'2.0','1.75','1.75','1.8','1.75','1.5','1.25','1.75','1.5','1.25'};
Region = inputdlg(prompt8,dlgtitle8,num-lines8,def8,options);
Region = str2double(Region);
RegionFactor = Region;
% Steel Factors User Inputs
Factor = ' Factor';
MC = SteelName;
MC((length(Steel_Name)+1):(length(SteelName)+7)) = Factor;
if choice==1 % Same units for each choice
steeltypefactorsuggestion = '1.0';
elseif choice==2
steeltypefactorsuggestion = '1.25';
elseif choice==3
steeltypefactorsuggestion = '1.35';
elseif choice==4
steeltypefactorsuggestion = '1.45';
else
steeltypefactorsuggestion = '1.0';
end
prompt9 = {MC,'Steel Cost [ USD / MT ]'};
dlg_title9 = 'Welding Steel Factor';
num lines9 = 1;
def 9 = {steeltype factorsuggestion,'800'};
steel = inputdlg(prompt9,dlg_title9,num lines9,def9,options);
Steel Factor = str2double(steel(1,1));
SteelCost = str2double(steel(2,1));
% Side Shell Sizes User Inputs
promptlO = {'Minimum Side Shell Thickness [mm]','Maximum Side Shellk
Thickness [mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Side Shell Thickness [mm]'};
dlg-titlelO = 'Side Shell Size Options';
num lineslO = 1;
defl0 = {'5','25','5'};
ss size = inputdlg(promptlo,dlgtitleO,num-lineslO,defl0,options);
shellsizes = str2double(sssize)';
% Frame Sizes User Inputs
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promptl = {'Minimum Frame Web Height [mm]','Maximum Frame Web Heightk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Web Height [mm]',...
'Minimum Frame Web Thickness [mm]','Maximum Frame Web Thicknessk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Web Thickness [mm]',...
'Minimum Frame Flange Width [mm]','Maximum Frame Flange Widthk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Flange Width [mm]',...
'Minimum Frame Flange Thickness [mm]','Maximum Frame Flange Thicknessk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Flange Thickness [mm]'};
dlg-titlell = 'Frame Size Options';
num linesl = 1;
defl1 = {'300','750','10','5','25','5','300','750','10','5','25','5'};
fr size = inputdlg(promptll,dlgtitlell,num-linesll,defll,options);
fr-size = str2double(frsize);
hwsizes = [frsize(1) frsize(2) frsize(3)]';
tw sizes = [fr size(4) frsize(5) frsize(6)]';
bf sizes = [fr size(7) frsize(8) frsize(9)]';
tfsizes = [fr-size(10) frsize(11) frsize(12)]';
% Stringer Sizes User Inputs
prompt12 = {'Minimum Stringer Web Height [mm]','Maximum Stringer Web Heightk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Web Height [mm]',...
'Minimum Stringer Web Thickness [mm]','Maximum Stringer Web Thicknessk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Web Thickness [mm]',...
'Minimum Stringer Flange Width [mm]','Maximum Stringer Flange Widthk
[mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Flange Width [mm]',...
'Minimum Stringer Flange Thickness [mm]','Maximum Stringer Flangek
Thickness [mm]','Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Flange Thicknessk
[mm]'};
dlg-titlel2 = 'Stringer Size Options';
num lines12 = 1;
defl2 = {'300','750','10','5','25','5','300','750','10','5','25','5'};
strsize = inputdlg(promptl2,dlgtitlel2,num-linesl2,defl2,options);
str size = str2double(strsize);
hwssizes = [strsize(1) strsize(2) strsize(3)]';
twssizes = [strsize(4) strsize(5) strsize(6)]';
bfssizes = [strsize(7) strsize(8) strsize(9)]';
tfssizes = [strsize(10) strsize(11) str-size(12)]';
% Frame Spacing Options & Cost User Inputs
% Set value to enter first loop of while statement
choice3 = 2; % Can only be "1" or "2"
x_val(1,:) = 'xl: Frame Spacing';
x-val(2,:) = 'x2: Frame Spacing';
x_val(3,:) = 'x3: Frame Spacing';
x-val(4,:) = 'x4: Frame Spacing';
x_val(5,:) = 'x5: Frame Spacing';
x-val(6,:) = 'x6: Frame Spacing';
x-val(7,:) = 'x7: Frame Spacing';
x-val(8,:) = 'x8: Frame Spacing';
x-val(9,:) = 'x9: Frame Spacing';
y_val(1,:) = 'yl: Cost Factor';
y_val(2,:) = 'y2: Cost Factor';
y_val(3,:) = 'y3: Cost Factor';
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y_val(4,:) = 'y4: Cost Factor';
y_val(5,:) = 'y5: Cost Factor';
y_val(6,:) = 'y6: Cost Factor';
y_val(7,:) = 'y7: Cost Factor';
y_val(8,:) = 'y8: Cost Factor';
y_val(9,:) = 'y9: Cost Factor';
while choice3 == 2
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
figure('Position',[1 scrsz(4)/2 scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)/2])
I = imread('/Users/stephennormore/Documents/MIT/Thesis/Normore/Matlaba
Code/Final/Both/spacingfactor.png');
imshow(I); % Displays a Figure to help User Understand thek
requested inputs
prompt20 = {'Number of defined points'};
dlg-title20 = 'Number of User Defined Points (Max 9)';
num lines20 = 1;
def2O = {'3'};
num points = inputdlg(prompt20,dlgtitle2O,num-lines20,def2O,options);
numpoints = str2double(num points);
if num points == 3
x_suggested(1,1:3) = '250';
x_suggested(2,1:4) = '2000';
x_suggested(3,1:4) = '3000';
y_suggested(1,1:3) = '3.0';
y_suggested(2,1:3) = '1.0';
y_suggested(3,1:3) = '1.0';
for n = 1:(num_points)
promptl3 = {xval(n,1:17),yval(n,1:15)};
dlg-titlel3 = 'Points';
num lines13 = 1;
def2l = {xsuggested(n,:),ysuggested(n,:)};
values(n,1:2) = inputdlg(promptl3,dlg titlel3,numlines13,def21,k
options);
end
else
for n = 1:(num points)
promptl3 = {xval(n,1:17),yval(n,1:15)};
dlg-titlel3 = 'Points';
num lines13 = 1;
values(n,1:2) = inputdlg(prompt13,dlg-title13,num-lines13,k
options);
end
end
points = str2double(values);
clear values
prompt2l = {'Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Spacing'};
dlg-title2l = 'Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Spacing';
num lines2l = 1;
def2l = {'10'};
fs size = inputdlg(prompt2l,dlgtitle2l,num lines2l,def2l,options);
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fssize = str2double(fssize);
framespacingoptns = [points(1,1) points(numpoints,1) fssize]';
x_range = points(:,1);
y-range = points(:,2);
ProductionCurve = fit(xrange,yrange,'linearinterp');
close all % Removes the displayed figure before next requested Userk
Input
% Display User Input Production Curve for Verification
scrsz = get(O,'ScreenSize');
figure('Position',[1 scrsz(4)/2 scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)/2])
plot(ProductionCurve)
xlim([O Inf])
ylim([O Inf])
xlabel('Frame Spacing [mm]')
ylabel('Welding Cost Factor')
title('Welding Cost Factor vs Frame Spacing')
choice3 = menu('Is This Curve Correct:','Yes','No');
close all % Removes the displayed figure before next requested Userk
Input
end
% Number of Stringers User Inputs
prompt15 = {'Minimum Number of Ice Belt Stringers [Besides Boundingk
Stringers]','Minimum Number of Lower Stringers','Minimum Number of Bottomk
Stringers'...
'Maximum Number of Ice Belt Stringers','Maximum Number of Lowerk
Stringers','Maximum Number of Bottom Stringers'};
dlg-titlel5 = 'Number of Stringers';
numlines15 = 1;
defl5 =
stringers = inputdlg(promptl5,dlgtitlel5,num linesl5,defl5,options);
num-stringers = str2double(stringers);
%% Design Ice Load Calculation
% Bow Area (SVR 6-1-2/5.5)
% Shape Coefficients (SVR 6-1-2/5.5.1)
xB = B 1*[1/8 3/8 5/8 7/8]; % Divide Bow Length into 4 'x' Sections andk
analyize them at the midpoint of the subsection
xB = xB';
betaprime=atan(tan(beta*pi/180).*cos(alpha*pi/180))*180/pi;
fal=(.097-.68*(xB./LUIWL-.15).^2).*alpha./beta-prime.^0.5;
% Definition of D for Bow Calculations (SVR 6-1-2/5.5.1)
if D<5
D B = 5;
else
DB = D;
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end
fa2=1.2*CFf./(sin(betaprime*pi/180)*CFc*D_B^.64);
fa3(1:4,1)=0.60;
fam = [fal fa2 fa3];
fa(1,1) = min([fam(1,1) fam(1,2) fam(1,3)]);
fa(2,1) = min([fam(2,1) fam(2,2) fam(2,3)]);
fa(3,1) = min([fam(3,1) fam(3,2) fam(3,3)]);
fa(4,1) = min([fam(4,1) fam(4,2) fam(4,3)]);
% Bow Force (SVR 6-1-2/5.5.2)
FB = fa*CFc*DB^ .64; % Force Equation [MN]
% Load Patch Aspect Ratio (SVR 6-1-2/5.5.3)
% Aside: Equation is ARB >= 1.3 in Rules. Given that the equation is based
% on hull geometry that has already been determined, the follow results in
% the coded equation:
ARB = max(7.46*sin(betaprime*pi/180),1.3); % Aspect Ratio Equation
% Bow Line Load (SVR 6-1-2/5.5.4)
QB = FB.^0.61*CFd./(ARB.^.35); % Line Load Equation [MN/m]
% Bow Pressure (SVR 6-1-2/5.5.5)
PB = FB.^0.22.*CFd^2.*ARB.^.3; % Pressure
% Non-Bow Areas (SVR 6-1-2/5.7)
% Non-Bow Force (SVR 6-1-2/5.7.1)
% Definition of D for Non-Bow Calculations
if D<10
D_NB = 10;
else
D_NB = D;
end
if DNB<=CFdis
DF = DNB^.64;
else
DF = CFdis^.64+.l*(DNB-CFdis);
end
FNB = .36*CFc*DF;
Equation [MPa]
(SVR 6-1-2/5.7.1)
% Force Equation [MN]
% Non-Bow Line Load (SVR 6-1-2/5.7.2)
QNB = .639*FNB^.61*CFd; % Line Load Equation [MN/m]
% Design Load Patch (SVR 6-1-2/5.9)
% Bow Design Load Patch Force, Line Load & Pressure (SVR 6-1-2/5.9.1)
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FBmax = max(FB);
QBmax = max(QB);
PBmax = max(PB);
% Bow Design Load Patch width and height (SVR 6-1-2/5.9.1)
wB = FBmax/QBmax; % Bow Load Patch Width
bB = QB_max/PB_max; % Bow Load Patch Height
% Non-Bow Design Load Patch width and height (SVR 6-1-2/5.9.2)
wNB = FNB/QNB; % Non-Bow Load Patch Width
bNB = wNB/3.6; % Non-Bow Load Patch Height
% Design Load Patch Pressure (SVR 6-1-2/5.11)
PavgB = FBmax/(bB*wB); % [MPa]
PavgNB = FNB/(bNB*wNB); % [MPa]
% Bow Intermediate Icebelt Region for PC6, PC7, or otherwise (SVR 6-1-2/5.k
9.1)
if choicel==6
b = [bB bB bNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]';
w = [wB wB wNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]];'
Pavg = [PavgB PavgB PavgNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]'; % units [MPa]
elseif choicel==7
b = [bB bB bNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]';
w = [wB wB wNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]';
Pavg = [PavgB PavgB PavgNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]'; % units [MPa]
else
b = [bB bNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]';
w = [wB wNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]';
Pavg = [PavgB PavgNB*[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]'; % units [MPa]
end
%% Optimization Process
% Routine conducts exhaustive search for integer values and uses fmincon
% global search for smooth functions concerning scantling variables
% Lower Bound based on user input values for scantlings
lb = [hw-sizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
hwsizes(1) tw sizes(1) bfsizes(1) tf sizes(1)...
shell sizes(1) shellsizes(1) shell_sizes(1) shell sizes(1)...
shell sizes(1) shellsizes(1) shell_sizes(1) shellsizes(1)...
shell sizes(1) shellsizes(1)...
hwssizes(1) tws_sizes(1) bfssizes(1) tfs_sizes(1)...
hwssizes(1) tws_sizes(1) bfs-sizes(1) tfs_sizes(1)...
hwssizes(1) tws_sizes(1) bfs-sizes(1) tfs_sizes(1)...
framespacingoptns(1) framespacingoptns(1)...
framespacingoptns(1) framespacingoptns(1)]';
% Upper Bound based on user input values for scantlings
ub = [hw-sizes(2) twsizes(2) bfsizes(2) tf-sizes(2)...
hw-sizes(2) tw-sizes(2) bfsizes(2) tf-sizes(2)...
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hwsizes(2) tw sizes(2) bf sizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hwsizes(2) tw sizes(2) bf sizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hw sizes(2) twsizes(2) bfsizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hw sizes(2) tw sizes(2) bf sizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hw sizes(2) twsizes(2) bfsizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hw sizes(2) tw sizes(2) bf sizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hw sizes(2) twsizes(2) bfsizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
hw sizes(2) tw sizes(2) bf sizes(2) tfsizes(2)...
shellsizes(2) shellsizes(2) shell_sizes(2) shellsizes(2)...
shellsizes(2) shell sizes(2) shellsizes(2) shell sizes(2)...
shellsizes(2) shellsizes(2)...
hwssizes(2) tws sizes(2) bfssizes(2) tfs sizes(2)...
hws sizes(2) tws sizes(2) bfssizes(2) tfs sizes(2)...
hws sizes(2) tws-sizes(2) bfssizes(2) tfs-sizes(2)...
framespacingoptns(2) framespacingoptns(2)...
framespacingoptns(2) framespacingoptns(2)1';
% Initial guess is the same as Lower Bounds to ensure its check and a
% possible run call from that position
xO = [hw-sizes(l) twIsizes(l) bfsizes(l) tf-sizes(l)...
hwsizes(l) twsizes(l) bfsizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
hwsizes(l) tw sizes(l) bf sizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
hw sizes(l) twsizes(l) bf sizes(l) tfsizes(1)...
hw sizes(l) tw sizes(l) bf sizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
hw sizes(l) twsizes(l) bfsizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
hw sizes(l) tw sizes(l) bf sizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
hwsizes(l) twsizes(l) bfsizes(l) tfsizes(1)...
hwsizes(l) tw sizes(l) bf sizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
hw sizes(l) twsizes(l) bfsizes(l) tfsizes(l)...
shellsizes(l) shellsizes(l) shell sizes(l) shell sizes(l)...
shellsizes(l) shellsizes(l) shellsizes(l) shell sizes(l)...
shellsizes(l) shellsizes(1)...
hwssizes(l) tws sizes(l) bfssizes(l) tfs sizes(l)...
hwssizes(l) tws sizes(l) bfssizes(l) tfs sizes(l)...
hws sizes(l) tws-sizes(l) bfssizes(l) tfs-sizes(l)...
framespacingoptns(1) framespacingoptns(l)...
framespacingoptns(1) framespacingoptns(1)]';
% Introduce factor for frame spacing multiplication if intermediate framesk
are present
if choice2 == 1 % indicates User Choice of Yes for intermediate framesk
being present
ifs lb = 2;
ifs ub = 2;
elseif choice2 == 2 % indicates User Choice of No for intermediate framesk
being present
ifs lb = 1;
ifs ub = 1;
else % indicates Computer Chooses if intermediate frames arek
present, here both options will be tested in the solver
ifs lb = 1;
ifs-ub = 2;
end
% Solver Options Setup
gsoptions=optimset('Algorithm','sqp','MaxFunEvals',100000,'MaxIter',k
100000,'TolCon',le-2,'TolX',le-2,'TolFun',le-2);
gs = GlobalSearch('NumTrialPoints',12000,'NumStageOnePoints',k
10000, 'Display', 'iter', 'MaxTime',1000);
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problem = createOptimProblem( 'fmincon','xO',xO, 'objective',k
@ProductionCost,...
'nonlcon',@Constraints,'lb',lb,'ub',ub,'options',gsoptions);
% Setup of nested loops to conduct exhaustive search for all integer values
% persent in the problem. Results of each call to the solver are stored
% for examination afterwards
index = 1;
Allmins = GlobalOptimSolution(;
tic;
for i = num stringers(1):numstringers(4) % Accounts fo
values reflecting the number of icebelt stringers
for 1 = num stringers(2):num stringers(5) % Accounts fo
values reflecting the number of lower stringers
for k = numJstringers(3):num stringers(6) % Accounts fo
values reflecting the number of bottom stringers
for f = ifs lb:ifs ub % Accounts fo
values reflecting if intermediate frames are present
numstringi = i+2;
num string_1 = 1;
num-stringb = k;
ifs = f;
[xmin,fmin,flag,outpt,allmins] = run(gs,problem);
to the globalsearch optimization solver
Y(:,index) = xmin;
Storage of winning minimum x values
Weight(l,index) = MassStruct(xmin);
Storage of winning minimum steel weight
Cost(1,index) = fmin;
Storage of winning minimum Cost
Opts(:,index) = [(i+2) ; 1 ; k ; f];
Storage of winning integer values (what nested loop won)
Flag(:,index) = flag;
Storage of exit flags to determine the type of minimum
Outpt(:,index) = outpt;
Storage of solver output metrics
integerk
integerk
integerk
r integerk
% Callk
% Below is a sorting routine to allow the storage of the
% variable size of the output vector of the optimization
% routine that lists all the discovered local minimum
% values of 'x'.
allmins = allmins';
m-size = size(Allmins);
if m size(1) < length(allmins);
addition = length(allmins) - m size(1);
Allmins((msize(1)+1):(msize(1)+addition),:) =k
GlobalOptimSolut ion( );
Allmins(:,index) = allmins;
elseif m size(l) == length(allmins);
Allmins(:,index) = allmins;
else
filler = m size(l) - length(allmins);
allmins((length(allmins)+1):(length(allmins)+filler),1)k
= GlobalOptimSolution();
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r
r
r
Allmins(:,index) = allmins;
end
end
end
end
index = index+1;
% Times the entire solver process
%% Determine Global Minimum
% Choose the minimum cost from all runs conducted in the nested loop
n = 0;
old = lelO0000;
for n = 1:length(Cost)
if Flag(n)>0
new = Cost(n);
if (new<=old)
old = new;
f index = n;
end
end
end
%% Display Results
% Assign the appropriate
% previous section using
y = Y(:,findex);
W = Weight(findex);
C = Cost(findex);
opts = Opts(:,f_index);
s = y(63:66);
P = y(41:50);
Si
Sl
Sb
= opts(1);
= opts(2);
= opts(3);
values based on the ultimate minimum from the
the index found 'f-index'
% assign winning frame spacing values
% assign winning shell plating values
% assign
% assign
% assign
% Setup display of what
PC = choicel;
if choice2==1
UC='User Chosen';
FC='Yes';
elseif choice2==2
UC='User Chosen';
FC='No';
elseif choice2==3
UC='Program Chosen';
if opts(4) == 1
FC ='No';
elseif opts(4) == 2
FC ='Yes';
end
end
winning
winning
winning
number of ice belt stringers
number of lower stringers
number of bottom stringers
the user chose in terms of intermediate frames
if choice4 ==1
OC='Weight Minimization';
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end
toc
elseif choice4 ==2
OC='Production Cost Minimization';
end
%Call Programs to determine Final Costs
x=y;
numstringi = opts(1);
numstring_1 = opts(2);
numstringb = opts(3);
ifs = opts(4);
structmass = MassStruct(x); % units [MT]
structcost = structmass*Steel_Cost;
laborcost = LaborCost(x); % units [USD]
prodcost = structcost + laborcost;
% Setup Frame Spacing Vector
fs = [s(1) s(2) s(2)*opts(4) s(2)*opts(4) s(3) s(3)*opts(4) s(3)*opts(4) sk
(4) s(4)*opts(4) s(4)*opts(4)];
% Round to the highest nearest integer value
fs = ceil(fs);
P = ceil(P);
% assign the winning frame scantlings
framedet = [y(1:4)'; y(5:8)'; y(9:1 2 )'; y(1 3 :16)'; y(17:20)';...
y(2 1:24 )'; y( 25:2 8)'; y(29:32)'; y(3 3 :3 6)'; y(3 7:40)'];
hw = framedet(:,1); % units [mm]
tw = framedet(:,2); % units (mm]
bf = framedet(:,3); % units [mm]
tf = framedet(:,4); % units [mm]
% Round to the highest nearest integer value
hw = ceil(hw);
tw = ceil(tw);
bf = ceil(bf);
tf = ceil(tf);
% assign the winning stringer scantlings
stringdet = [y(51:5 4 )'; y(55:58)'; y(5 9 :62)'];
hws = stringdet(:,1); % units [mm]
tws = stringdet(:,2); % units [mm]
bfs = stringdet(:,3); % units [mm]
tfs = stringdet(:,4); % units [mm]
% Round to the highest nearest integer value
hws = ceil(hws);
tws = ceil(tws);
bfs = ceil(bfs);
tfs = ceil(tfs);
% Round Up for Required User Discrete Sizes for all values
fs = fs / framespacingoptns(3);
fs = ceil(fs);
fs = fs * framespacingoptns(3);
P = P / shell-sizes(3);
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P = ceil(P);
P = P * shellsizes(3);
hw = hw / hw sizes(3);
hw = ceil(hw);
hw = hw * hw-sizes(3);
tw = tw / tw sizes(3);
tw = ceil(tw);
tw = tw * tw-sizes(3);
bf = bf / bf sizes(3);
bf = ceil(bf);
bf = bf * bf-sizes(3);
tf = tf / tf sizes(3);
tf = ceil(tf);
tf = tf * tf-sizes(3);
hws = hws / hws sizes(3);
hws = ceil(hws);
hws = hws * hwssizes(3);
tws = tws / twssizes(3);
tws = ceil(tws);
tws = tws * twssizes(3);
bfs = bfs / bfssizes(3);
bfs = ceil(bfs);
bfs = bfs * bfs-sizes(3);
tfs = tfs / tfssizes(3);
tfs = ceil(tfs);
tfs = tfs * tfssizes(3);
% Display all values
fprintf('\nOptimization Conducted =\t%s\n',0C)
fprintf('\nPolar Class =\t\t\t%1.Of\n',PC)
fprintf('\nSteel Material =\t\t%s\n',SteelName)
fprintf('\nIntermediate Frames Choice =\t%s\n',UC)
fprintf('\nIntermediate Frames Present =\t%s\n\n',FC)
disp('Frame Spacing')
fprintf('B\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',fs(1))
fprintf('BI i\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',fs(2))
fprintf('BI l&b\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',fs(3))
fprintf('M i\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',fs(5))
fprintf('M l&b\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',fs(6))
fprintf('S i\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',fs(8))
fprintf('S l&b\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n\n',fs(9))
disp('Plate Thickness')
fprintf('B\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(l))
fprintf('BIi\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(2))
fprintf('BIl\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(3))
fprintf('BIb\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(4))
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fprintf('Mi\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(5))
fprintf('Ml\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(6))
fprintf('Mb\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(7))
fprintf('Si\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(8))
fprintf('Sl\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',P(9))
fprintf('Sb\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n\n',P(10))
disp('Frame Scantlings')
fprintf(' Region\t\t hw\t tw\t bf\t tf\n')
disp('
fprintf(' B\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(1),tw(1),bf(1),tfk
(1))
fprintf(' BIi\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(2),tw(2),bf(2),tfk
(2))
fprintf(' BIl\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(3),tw(3),bf(3),tfk
(3))
fprintf(' BIb\tl\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(4),tw(4),bf(4),tfk
(4))
fprintf(' Mi\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(5),tw(5),bf(5),tfk
(5))
fprintf(' Ml\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(6),tw(6),bf(6),tfk
(6))
fprintf(' Mb\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(7),tw(7),bf(7),tfk
(7))
fprintf(' Si\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(8),tw(8),bf(8),tfk
(8))
fprintf(' Sl\t|\t%3.0t%3.0f0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hw(9),tw(9),bf(9),tfa
(9))
fprintf(' Sb\t|\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n\n',hw(10),tw(10),bfk
(10),tf(10))
disp('Stringer Scantlings')
fprintf('\t\t hw\t tw\t bf\t tf\n')
disp('
fprintf('IceBelt\t\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hws(1),tws(1),bfsk
(1),tfs(1))
fprintf('Lower\t\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n',hws(2),tws(2),bfs(2),k
tfs(2))
fprintf('Bottom\t\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t[mm]\n\n',hws(3),tws(3),bfsk
(3),tfs(3))
fprintf('No. Ice Belt Stringers =\t%3.0f\n',Si)
fprintf('No. Lower Stringers =\t\t%3.0f\n',Sl)
fprintf('No. Bottom Stringers =\t\t%3.0f\n',Sb)
fprintf('\nRun Loop Stored Ice Structure Weight =\t%3.2f\t[MT]\n',W) %k
units [MT]
fprintf('\nRun Loop Stored Total Cost =\t\t%3.2f\tMillion USD\n',C/1000000)
fprintf('\nFinal Ice Structure Weight =\t%3.2f\t[MT]\n',struct mass) %k
units [MT]
fprintf('\nFinal Material Cost =\t\t%3.2f\tMillion USD\n',k
structcost/1000000)
fprintf('\nFinal Labor Cost =\t\t%3.2f\tMillion USD\n',labor cost/1000000)
fprintf('\nFinal Total Cost =\t\t%3.2f\tMillion USD\n',prod-cost/1000000)
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Section 2 Production Cost Objective Function
function [Cost] = Production Cost(x)
% Objective function for MATLAB optimization for
% Polar Class Hull Structure Optimization for Lowest Ship Construction Cost
% Two sub functions are called, MassStruct(x) and LaborCost(x), that
% determine the mass of the structure and the cost of building that
% structure respectfully. Since weight is returned by the first function,
% it is multiplied by the cost of steel found in the global variable. It is
% then added to the cost return of the LaborCost(x) Function to give
% the total cost of the design which is to be minimized by MATLAB's
% optimization solver.
global SteelCost % units [USD/MT]
global Activation
% Call the Mass Structure Function
structmass = MassStruct(x); % units [MT]
% Call the Cost of Production Function
costlabor = Labor_Cost(x); % units [USD]
% Combine both function returns by the use of cost of steel to achieve the
% total cost of the design
Cost = SteelCost*structmass + Activation*costlabor; % units [USD]
end
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Section 3 Weight of Material Objective Sub-Function
function W=Mass Struct(x)
% Mass of Steel Structure Function
% Sub Function of TotalCost(x).m which is the objective function for
% Polar Class Hull Structure Optimization for Lowest Ship Construction Cost
%% Setup of Global Variables for Mass of Structure Function Access
global LUIWL
global B-l
global BI_1
global M l
global S1
global hullarea
global ibareapct
global low-area pct
global bot area pct
global rho
global fr lB
global fr-lBI
global frlM
global frlS
global numstring_i
global num string_1
global num string_b
global ifs
% Pull Out Frame Spacing
s = x(63:66);
s = s*0.001; % convert [mm] to [m]
fs = [s(1) s(2) s(2)*ifs s(2)*ifs s(3) s(3)*ifs s(3)*ifs s(4) s(4)*ifs s(4)k
*ifs];
s = fs';
% Pull out Shell Thicknesses
t_shell = x(41:50);
t_shell = tshell* 0.001; % convert [mm] to [m]
% Area of hull per region for both port and starboard
Area B = Bl/LUIWL*hullarea;
AreaBIi = BI l/LUIWL*hull area*ib areapct;
AreaBIl = BI l/LUIWL*hull area*low areapct;
AreaBIb = BI l/L UIWL*hullarea*bot areapct;
Area Mi = M l/L UIWL*hull_area*ibareapct;
Area_Ml = M-l/LUIWL*hullarea*low areapct;
AreaMb = M l/LUIWL*hullarea*botareapct;
Area Si = S l/LUIWL*hullarea*ibareapct;
Area Sl = Sl/LUIWL*hull area*low area pct;
AreaSb = S_l/LUIWL*hullarea*bot areapct;
Area = [AreaB Area_BIi AreaBIl AreaBIb AreaMi Area_Ml AreaMb...
AreaSi AreaSl Area_Sb]';
Volshell = Area .* tshell;
Wtshell = sum(Vol-shell)*rho;
% Frames
numfrB = B 1/s(1);
numfr_BIi = BI_l/s(2);
numfrBIl = BIl/s(3);
num_frBIb = BIl/s(4);
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num-frMi
num-frM1
num_fr_Mb
num frSi
num-frSl
num_fr_Sb
M-l/s (5);
M-l/s (6);
M-l/s(7);
S_1/s(8);
S-l/s( 9);
S_1/s ( 10);
framedet = [x(1:4)'; x(5:8)'; x(9:12)'; x(13:16)'; x(17:20)';...
x(21:24)'; x(25:28)'; x(29:32)'; x(33:36)'; x(37:40)'];
hw = framedet(:,1);
tw = framedet(:,2);
bf = framedet(:,3);
tf = framedet(:,4);
% units
% units
% units
% units
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
A-frame = (hw.*tw+bf.*tf)/100; % units [cm^2]
% Volume of Frames per region for both port and starboard
Vol B = A frame(1)/100^2*fr 1_B*numfrB; % units [m^2]
Vol BIi = A frame(2)/100^2*frlBI*num fr BIi*ibarea_pct;
VolBIl = A-frame(3)/100^2*frlBI*numfrBIl*lowarea_pct;
Vol BIb = A frame(4)/100^2*frlBI*num fr BIb*botarea_pct;
VolMi = A-frame(5)/100^ 2*frl_M*num frMi*ib area pct;
Vol Ml = A frame(6)/100^2*fr_1_M*num frMl*low area-pct;
VolMb = A frame(7)/100^2*frlM*num frMb*bot areapct;
Vol Si = Aframe(8)/100^2*fr_1_S*num-frSi*ib area pct;
VolSl = A~frame(9)/100^2*frlS*num-frSl*low-areapct;
VolSb = Aframe(10)/100^2*frlS*numfrSb*botarea_pct;
Vol-fr = [Vol_B Vol_BIi VolBIl VolBIb VolMi VolMl VolMb VolSi...
Vol_Sl Vol Sb];
Wtfr = sum(Volfr)*rho;
% Stringers
stringdet = [x(51:54)'; x(55:58)'; x(59:62)'];
hws = stringdet(:,1);
tws = stringdet(:,2);
bfs = stringdet(:,3);
tfs = stringdet(:,4);
units [mm]
units [mm]
units [mm]
units [mm]
A_string = (hws.*tws+bfs.*tfs)/100;
A_stringi =
A_string_1 =
A_stringb =
Vol string_i
Vol string_1
Vol string_b
A_string(1);
A string(2);
A-string(3);
% units [cm^2]
% units [cm^2]
% units [cm^ 2]
= Astringi/100^2*L UIWL*numstringi;
= Astringl/100^2*L UIWL*numstring_l;
= A~string-b/100^2*LUIWL*num-string_b;
% units [m^2]
% units [m^2]
% units [m^2]
Vol string = Volstringi + Volstring_1 + Vol stringb;
Vol string = 2 * Vol-string; % Account for both port and starboardk
stringers
Wtstring = Volstring*rho;
% Total weight
W = Wtshell + Wtfr + Wtstring;
W = W * 0.001; % convert mass from [kg] to [MT];
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%
%
%
%
Section 4 Cost of Labor Objective Sub-Function
function [costlabor] = LaborCost(x)
% Cost of Labor Function
% Sub-Function of ProductionCost(x).m which is the objective function for
% Polar Class Hull Structure Optimization for Lowest Ship Construction Cost
%% Setup of Global Variables for Cost of Production Function Access
global num stringi % integer value
global num string_1 % integer value
global num string_b % integer value
global ifs % integer value
global t-keel % units [mm]
global tBase Weld % units [mm]
global Halffrb % units [m]
global i-ht % units [m]
global lht % units [m]
global B-l % units [m]
global BI_1 % units [m]
global M_1 % units [m]
global Sl % units [m]
global Base_WeldCost % Base cost per mm of weld length
global RegionFactor % integer value
global ProductionCurve % Curve Fit for Production User Input
global SteelFactor % integer value
% Pull out Shell Plate Thicknesses
t_shell = x(41:50);
% Pull, out Frame Spacing
s = x(63:66); % Pull out vector value
% Determine Frame Spacing Based on Intermediate Frames Being Present
fs = [s(1) s(2) s(2)*ifs s(2)*ifs s(3) s(3)*ifs s(3)*ifs s(4) s(4)*ifs s(4)k
*ifs];
s = fs'; % units [mm]
% Pull out Framing Scantlings
framedet = [x(1:4)'; x(5:8)'; x(9:12)'; x(13:16)'; x(17:20)';...
x(21:24)'; x(25:28)'; x(29:32)'; x(33:36)'; x(37:40)'];
hw = framedet(:,l); % units [mm]
tw = framedet(:,2); % units [mm]
bf = frame det(:,3); % units [mm]
tf = frame det(:,4); % units [mm]
% Pull out Stringer Scantlings
stringdet = [x(51:54)'; x(55:58)'; x(59:62)'];
hws = stringdet(:,1); % units [mm]
tws = stringdet(:,2); % units [mm]
bfs = stringdet(:,3); % units [mm]
tfs = stringdet(:,4); % units [mm]
%% Determine Weld Passes for Frames and Stringers to respective regionk
plates
% Determine Thickest Member for Weld Purposes with frames to shell
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t_min _frame = zeros(1,10);
for n = 1:length(t minframe)
t min frame(n) = min(tshell(n),tw(n));
shell plate to frame web, minimum is chosen
end
t_minframe = t-min frame';
% compare thickness of sidek
% Minimum weld size (based on leg length for welding on one side of
% connection
w_minframe = t minframe * 0.75;
Section 6.3-2***
% ***Based on Design of Weldmentsk
% Determine number of passes required to achieve min weld thickness
weldpassesframes = w minframe/tBaseWeld; % based on user input fork
weld thickness achieved for one weld pass
% Determine Thickest Member for Weld Purposes with Stringers to shell
twscompare = [max(tws(1),tws(2)) tws(1) tws(2) tws(3) tws(1) tws(2) tws(3)k
tws(1) tws(2) tws(3)]; % setup of stringers thicknesses for regionk
comparison
t_min _string = zeros(1,10);
for n = 1:length(t min string)
t min string(n) = min(tshell(n),twscompare(n));
of side shell plate to stringer web, minimum is chosen
end
t_minstring = t-min string';
% compare thicknessk
% Minimum weld size for stringers (based on leg length for welding on onek
side of
% connection
w_min _string = t-min string * 0.75;
6.3-2
% Based on Design of Weldments Sectionk
% Determine number of passes required to achieve min weld thickness
weldpasses string = w minstring/tBaseWeld;
section above
% same as framek
%% Determine Weld Passes for Webs of Frames and Stringers to theirk
respective flanges
% Determine Thickest Member for Weld Purposes with frames to flanges
t_min _frameflange = zeros(1,10);
for n = 1:length(t minframeflange)
t min frameflange(n) = min(tw(n),tf(n)); % compare thickness ofk
frame web and frame flange, minimum is chosen
end
t_minframeflange = t-min-frameflange';
% Minimum weld size for flanges (based on leg length for welding on one sidek
of
% connection
w_min frameflange = t_minframeflange * 0.75; % Based on Design ofk
Weldments Section 6.3-2
% Determine number of passes required to achieve min weld thickness
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weldpassesframeflange = w minframeflange/t_Base_Weld;
% Determine Thickest Member for Weld Purposes with stringers to flanges
t_min _stringflange = zeros(1,3);
for n = 1:length(t_min _stringflange)
t_minstringflange(n) = min(tw(n),tf(n)); % compare thickness ofk
frame web and frame flange, minimum is chosen
end
t_minstringflange = tmin-stringflange';
% Minimum weld size for flanges (based on leg length for welding on one sidek
of
% connection
w min stringflange = t minstringflange * 0.75; % Based on Design ofk
Weldments Section 6.3-2
% Determine number of passes required to achieve min weld thickness
weldpasses stringflange = w minstringflange/t_BaseWeld;
%% Determining Number of sections for each region. A section is formed by
%% the bounds of side frames and top and bottom stringers
% Determine Height Sections due to Stringers being present
li = i ht/(num stringi-1); % length between frame supportsk
(stringers) for Ice Belt region
11 = lht/(num string_1+1); % length between frame supportsk
(stringers) for Lower region
1_b = Half fr-b/(numstringb+l); % length between frame supportsk
(stringers) for Bottom region
1 i = 1 i*1000; % convert to [mm]
11 = 11*1000; % convert to [mm]
lb = lb*1000; % convert to [mm]
% Determine Number of Frames Per Region
numfrB = B 1*1000/s(1);
numfr_BIi = BI 1*1000/s(2);
numfrBIl = BI 1*1000/s(3);
numfrBIb = BI 1*1000/s(4);
num fr Mi = M 1*1000/s(5);
num frMl = M 1*1000/s(6);
numfrMb = M 1*1000/s(7);
num fr Si = S 1*1000/s(8);
num frSl = S 1*1000/s(9);
num_frSb = S1*1000/s(10);
numfr = [num-frB numfr_BIi numfrBIl numfrBIb numfrMi numfr_Ml ...
numfrMb numfrSi numfrSl num-frSb]';
% Determine Number of vertical sections per region
numvertsectB = (num stringi-1 + numstring_1+1); % Assume forwardk
sections above and forward of foward perpendicular waterline are equal tok
the are below the waterline
numvertsectBIi = (num stringi-1);
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numvertsectBIl = (num string_1+1);
numvertsectBIb = (num string_b+1);
numvertsectMi = (num stringi-l);
num_vertsectM1 = (num string_1+1);
num_vertsectMb = (num string_b+l);
num_vertsectSi = (num stringi-1);
numvertsect_Sl = (num string_1+1);
numvertsectSb = (num stringb+l);
numvertsect = [ numvertsectB numvertsect_BIi numvertsectBIlk
num vert sectBIb ...
num_vertsectMi numvertsectMl numvertsectMb numvertsectSik
num_vert_sect_Sl ...
numvertsectSb ]';
% Clean out matrix for new values
weldvertsection = zeros(10,4);
% Determining total weld length per region. Due to different stringers
% being present, the matrix holds 4 columns. If there are no stingers
% present then column 1 will be populated. Otherwise columns 2 thru 4
% represent: the section with a top different stringer (2), sections with
% same stringers on top and bottom (3), and sections with a different
% stringer on bottom (4). Certain values of matrix will always be zero.
% Bow Region - only columns 2 and 3 populated in row 1
weld_vertsection(1,2) = num_vertsect(2);
weldvertsection(1,3) = numvertsect(3);
% Icebelt Region - only columns 3 populated in rows 2,5,8
weld_vertsection(2,3) = numvertsect(2);
weld_vertsection(5,3) = numvertsect(5);
weldvertsection(8,3) = numvertsect(8);
% Lower Region - either column 1 populated if no stringers present,
% otherwise columns 2,3,4 populated. Applies to rows 3,6,9
if numstringl==O
weld_vertsection(3,1) = 1;
weld_vertsection(6,1) = 1;
weld_vertsection(9,1) = 1;
else
factor = numstring_1 - 1;
weld_vertsection(3,2) = 1;
weld_vertsection(3,3) = factor;
weldvertsection(3,4) = 1;
weld_vertsection(6,2) = 1;
weld_vertsection(6,3) = factor;
weldvertsection(6,4) = 1;
weld_vertsection(9,2) = 1;
weld_vertsection(9,3) = factor;
weld_vert-section(9,4) = 1;
end
% Bottom Region- either column 1 populated if no stringers present,
% otherwise columns 2,3,4 populated. Applies to rows 4,7,10
if numstringb==0
weld_vertsection(4,1) = 1;
weld_vertsection(7,1) = 1;
weld_vert-section(10,1) = 1;
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else
factor = num stringb - 1;
weldvertsection(4,2) = 1;
weld_vertsection(4,3) = factor;
weldvertsection(4,4) = 1;
weld_vertsection(7,2) = 1;
weld_vertsection(7,3) = factor;
weld_vertsection(7,4) = 1;
weld_vertsection(10,2) = 1;
weld_vertsection(10,3) = factor;
weldvertsection(10,4) = 1;
end
% Determine number of sections in total by multiplying vertical sections by
% number of horizontal sections which are defined by number of frames that
% bounding the regions
% -1 to prevent the extra section count at the end of the region
numfr = num fr-1;
% arrange into 4 columns for matrix element by element multiplication
numframes = [num-fr numfr numfr num-fr];
weldsections = weldvertsection .* numframes;
%% Determining Weld Length for horizontal sections in each region concerningk
only Side Shell Plates to Supporting Structure Webs
frspan = [0 li 1_1 1_b 1_i 1_1 1_b 1_i 1_1 lb]';
keelthickness = [tshell(1) tshell(4) tshell(7) tshell(10) tkeel];
t_minkeel = min(keel_thickness);
w_min _keel = t_minkeel * 0.75; % Based on Design of Weldments Sectionk
6.3-2
weldpasses keel = w minkeel/tBaseWeld;
% Setup of weld length per region to line up with number of sections per
% region requiring a 10 by 4 matrix most values will be populate regardless
% if required. When matrix is multiplied by number of sections, then
% irrelevant values get zeroed out
% Clean out matrix for new values
weld lengthwebs = zeros(10,4);
% Row 1 Bow including encompassed Ice Belt and Lower region stringers
% equation = add both frame sides first, then top stringer, then bottom
% stringer (may be joined if stringers are the same on top and bottom)
% ice region within bow region
weld length webs(1,2) = 2 * frspan(2) * weldpassesframes(l) + 2 *"
weldpasses string(1) * s(1);
% lower region within bow region
weld length webs(1,3) = 2 * frspan(3) * weldpassesframes(1) +k
weldpasses string(1) * s(1) + weldpasses keel * s(1);
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% Column 1 for lower regions, rows 3,6,9
for n = 3:3:9
weldlength webs(n,1) = 2 * frspan(n) * weldpasses_frames(n) +I
weldpasses string(n-1) * s(n) + weldpasses string(n+1) * s(n);
end
% Column 1 for bottom regions, rows 4,7,10
for n = 4:3:10
weldlength webs(n,1) = 2 * fr_span(n) * weldpasses_frames(n) +k
weldpasses string(n-1) * s(n) + weldpasses keel * s(n);
end
% Column 2 - rows where lower and bottom regions have a top different
% stringer
for n = 2:10
weldlength webs(n,2) = 2 * frspan(n) * weldpasses_frames(n) +k
weldpasses string(n-1) * s(n) + weldpasses string(n) * s(n);
end
% Column 3 - all rows except 1 accounting for sections with similar top and
% bottom stringers
for n = 2:10
weldlength webs(n,3) = 2 * fr_span(n) * weldpasses_frames(n) + 2 *s
(n)* weld passesstring(n);
end
% Column 4 - rows where lower and bottom regions have a bottom different
% stringer
% lower region
for n = 3:3:9
weldlength webs(n,4) = 2 * fr_span(n) * weldpasses_frames(n) +k
weldpasses string(n) * s(n) + weldpasses string(n+1) * s(n);
end
% bottom region
for n = 4:3:10
weldlength webs(n,4) = 2 * fr_span(n) * weldpasses_frames(n) +k
weldpasses string(n) * s(n) + weldpasses keel * s(n);
end
weld length_totalwebs = weld lengthwebs .* weldsections;
%% Determining Weld Length for horizontal sections in each region concerningk
only Web Structure to Associated Flanges
regionheight = [(i_ht+l_ht) iht lht Halffrb iht 1_ht Halffrb ihtk
1_ht Half_frb]';
regionheight = regionheight * 1000; % convert from [m] to [mm]
regionlength = [B_1 BI_1 BI_1 BI_1 M_1 M_1 M_1 S_1 S_1 S_1]';
regionlength = region length * 1000; % convert from [m] to [mm]
num string = [0 num stringi numstring_1 num-stringb numstring_ik
num string_1 numstringb num-stringi num string_1 num stringb]';
I1
weldpassesstringflange = [0 weldpasses stringflange'k
weldpassesstringflange' weld passes_stringflange']';
% Clean out matrix for new values
weld length_frameflange = zeros(10,1);
weld length_frameflange = weldpasses_frameflange .* regionheight .*k
numfr;
weld length_frameflange = 2 * weldlength frameflange; % accounts for bothk
sides of web weld
% Clean out matrix for new values
weld length_stringflange = zeros(10,1);
% Bow Stringers
weld lengthstringflange(1) = weldpasses stringflange(2) * numstring(2) *k
regionlength(2) +...
weld_passesstringflange(3) * numstring(3) * regionlength(3);
weld lengthstringflange(2:10) = weldpasses-stringflange(2:10) .*k
region length(2:10) .* num string(2:10);
% Non-Bow Stringers
weld lengthstringflange = 2 * weld lengthstringflange; % accounts fork
both sides of web weld
weld length_totalflanges = [weldlength frameflangek
weld length_stringflange];
%% Determine Welding Cost
% Weld Cost is determined by base weld length cost with the inclusion of
% factors for region, frame spacing, stringer spacing, and steel type
% All cost matrices must be 10 by 4 for element-by-element multiplication
basecostwebs = zeros(10,4); % rest matrix for each iteration
basecost flanges = zeros(10,1); % rest matrix for each iteration
basecost-webs(:,:) = BaseWeldCost; % define base cost USD / mm of weldk
length
basecostflanges(:,:) = BaseWeld_Cost; % define base cost USD / mm ofk
weld length
% Region Factor
regionfactorflanges = RegionFactor;
regionfactorwebs = [region_factor flanges region factor_flangesk
regionfactorflanges region_factor flanges];
% framespacingfactor
xfs = s;
%framespacingfactor = interpl(xrange,yvalue,xfs,'spline');
framespacingfactor = feval(ProductionCurve,xfs);
framespacingfactor = [framespacingfactor frame_spacingfactork
framespacingfactor framespacingfactor];
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% steeltype_factor
steeltype factorwebs = zeros(10,4); % rest matrix for eachk
iteration
steeltype factorflanges = zeros(10,1); % rest matrix for eachk
iteration
steeltype factorwebs(:,:) = SteelFactor; % accounts for welding higherk
grade steel
steeltype factorflanges(:,:) = SteelFactor; % accounts for weldingk
higher grade steel
%% Total Weld Cost
% Total Weld Cost is determined by base weld length cost with the inclusionk
of
% factors for region, frame spacing, stringer spacing, and steel type
weldcostwebs = basecostwebs .* region factorwebs .*k
framespacingfactor .* steeltype factorwebs;
weldcostflanges = basecost flanges .* regionfactor flanges .*k
steel type factorflanges;
weldcostflanges = [weld cost flanges weld_costflanges];
totalcostwebs = weldcostwebs .* weld length_totalwebs;
totalcostflanges = weldcost flanges .* weld length_total_flanges;
totalcostintermediate webs = sum(total_cost webs);
totalcostintermediateflanges = sum(total costflanges);
costlaborwebs = sum(total costintermediate webs);
costlaborflanges = sum(totalcostintermediateflanges);
costlabor = costlaborwebs + costlaborflanges;
costlabor = costlabor * 2 ; % accounts for both port and starboard sidesk
of production, units [USD]
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Section 5 Constraints
function [c,ceq] = Constraints(x)
% Constraints Function for MATLAB Optimization For
% Polar Class Hull Structure Optimization for Lowest Ship Construction Cost
% Reference to ABS Polar Rules in code will follow the form (SVR 6-1-2/5.3)
% Meaning Steel Vessel Rules: Part 6 - Chapter 1 - Section 2/Sub-Section 5.3
% c is a vector that expresses the nonlinear inequalities at x, if any: ck
(x)<0
% ceq is a vector that expresses the nonlinear equalities at x, if any: ceqk
(x)=0
%% Setup of Global Variables for Constraints Function Access
global yield % MPa or N/mm^2
global AF % Vector of Dimensionless values
global Pavg % units [MPa]
global b % Vector with units [m]
global w % Vector with units [m]
global Stringspan % units [m]
global SS ht % units [m]
global Half_frb % units [m]
global num stringi % integer value
global num string_1 % integer value
global num stringb % integer value
global ifs % integer value
global iht % units [m]
global 1_ht % units [m]
%% Calculation setup and assignment of 'x' values
% web frame spacing, in this case transverse bulkheads as all frames are of
% the same height and there are no "deep webs".
sw = Stringspan;
% Pull out Shell Plate Thicknesses
t_shell = x(41:50);
% Pull out Frame Spacing
s = x(63:66);
s = s*0.001; % convert [mm] to [m]
% Determine Frame Spacing Based on Intermediate Frames Being Present
fs = [s(1) s(2) s(2)*ifs s(2)*ifs s(3) s(3)*ifs s(3)*ifs s(4) s(4)*ifs s(4)k
*ifs];
s = fs';
% Determine Frame Spans
li = i ht/(num stringi-1); % length between frame supports for icek
region
l_1 = l1ht/(num string_1+1); % length between frame supports fork
lower region
1_b = Half fr b/(numstringb+l); % length between frame supports fork
bottom region
%% Peak Pressure Factors (SVR 6-1-2/5.11.2)
PPFp = max(1.8-s,1.2); % Plating
PPFt = max(1.6-s,1); % Framing
if sw < .5*w(2)
PPFs = 2-2*sw/w(2); % Stringers (only affects non bow regions and wk
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is the same value for w(2) thru w(10))
else
PPFs = 1;
end
%% Shell Plate (SVR 6-1-2/7)
% Determining b as per SVR6-1-2/7.3i for each region and assign it to 'bb'
% Bow Region
if b(l)>(li-s(l)/4)
bb i = li-s(1)/4;
else
bb i = b(1);
end
if b(1)>(ll-s(1)/4)
bb_1 = ll-s(1)/4;
else
bb_1 = b(1);
end
% Since SVR 6-1-2/7.3 limits the upper range the smaller load patch isk
chosen
bb(1) = min(bbi,bb_l);
% Non-Bow Region
if b(2)>(li-s(2)/4)
bb(2) = li-s(2)/4;
else
bb(2) = b(2);
end
if b(3)>(ll-s(3)/4)
bb(3) = ll-s(3)/4;
else
bb(3) = b(3);
end
if b(4)>(lb-s(4)/4)
bb(4) = lb-s(4)/4;
else
bb(4) = b(4);
end
if b(5)>(li-s(5)/4)
bb(5) = li-s(5)/4;
else
bb(5) = b(5);
end
if b(6)>(ll-s(6)/4)
bb(6) = 1_1-s(6)/4;
else
bb(6) = b(6);
end
if b(7)>(lb-s(7)/4)
bb(7) = 1_b-s(7)/4;
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else
bb(7) = b(7);
end
if b(8)>(li-s(8)/4)
bb(8) = li-s(8)/4;
else
bb(8) = b(8);
end
if b(9)>(1_1-s(9)/4)
bb(9) = ll-s(9)/4;
else
bb(9) = b(9);
end
if b(10)>(lb-s(10)/4)
bb(10) = lb-s(10)/4;
else
bb(10) = b(10);
end
bb=bb'; % units [m]
% Thickness to resist load as per SVR6-1-2/7.3i for each region
tnet = 500.*s.*((AF.*PPFp.*Pavg)./yield).^.5./(1+s./(2.*bb)); % in [mm]
%% Framing Checks
% Pull Out Frame Scantlings from 'x'
framedet = [x(1:4)'; x(5:8)'; x(9:12)'; x(13:16)'; x(17:20)';...
x(21:24)'; x(25:28)'; x(29:32)'; x(33:36)'; x(37:40)'];
hw = framedet(:,1); % units [mm]
tw = framedet(:,2); % units [mm]
bf = framedet(:,3); % units [mm]
tf = framedet(:,4); % units [mm]
% Net effective shear area (SVR 6-1-2/9.13)
% Assumes that the smallest angle between the stiffener and the shell
% plating is larger than 75 degrees. Normally the case for transversely
% framed icebreakers.
Aw = (hw+tf).*tw./1O^ 2; % units [cm^2]
A frame = (hw.*tw+bf.*tf)/100; % units [cm^2]
A plate = tshell.*s.*10; % units [cm^2]
Afn = bf.*tf/100; % units [cm^2]
hfc = hw+.5*tf; % units [mm]
% Net effective plastic section modulus (SVR 6-1-2/9.15)
Zp = zeros(l, length(Aplate));
zna = zeros(1, length(Aplate));
for n=1:length(Aplate)
if A plate(n)>A-frame(n)
Zp(n) = Aplate(n)*tshell(n)/(2*10)+hw(n)^2*tw(n)/(2*1O^3)+Afn(n)k
*..
hfc(n)/10;
else
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zna(n)=(10^2*Afn(n)+hw(n)*tw(n)-10^3*t shell(n)*s(n))/(2*tw(n));
Zp(n) = tshell(n)*s(n)*(zna(n)+t shell(n)/2)+(((hw(n)-zna(n))^2+zna
(n)^2)*...
tw(n)/(2*10^3)+Afn(n)*(hfc(n)-zna(n))/10);
end
end
% Required Shear Area (SVR 6-1-2/11.3)
% Bow
LL(1,1) = min([li 1_1 b(1)]);
% Non-Bow Area
LL(2,1) = min(li,b(2));
LL(3,1) = min(1_1,b(3));
LL(4,1) = min(lb,b(4));
LL(5,1) = min(li,b(5));
LL(6,1) = min(1_l,b(6));
LL(7,1) = min(lb,b(7));
LL(8,1) = min(li,b(8));
LL(9,1) = min(1_1,b(9));
LL(10,1) = min(lb,b(10));
% units [m]
units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units
[m]
[m]
[m]
[mn]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[ml
[m]
At = 100^2*.5.*LL.*s.*(AF.*PPFt.*Pavg)/(.577*yield); % units [cm^2]
% Required Plastic Section Modulus (SVR 6-1-2/11.5)
a = [min(li,1_l) lii 11 lb lii 11 lb li 1_1 1_b]'; % units [m]
Y = 1-.5*(LL./a); % units [m]
j = 1; % one simple support outside the ice-strengthened area
al = At./Aw; % units [cm^3]
kw = 1./(1+2*Afn./Aw);
beff = .5*1000.*s; % units [mm]
zp = (bf.*tf.^2/4+beff.*tshell.^2/4)/1000; % units [cm^3]
Zp = Zp'; % units [cm^3]
kz = zp./Zp; % units [cm^3]
A1A = 1./(1+j/2+kw.*j/2.*((1-al.^2).^.5-1));
AlB = (1-1./(2*al.*Y))./(.275+1.44*kz.^.7);
Al = max(A1A,AlB);
Zpt = 100^3*LL.*Y.*s.*(AF.*PPFt.*Pavg).*a.*A1/(4*yield); % units [cm^3]
%% Load Carrying Stringers
% Pull Out Frame Scantlings from 'x'
stringdet = [x(51:54)'; x(55:58)'; x(59:62)'];
hws = stringdet(:,1);
tws = stringdet(:,2);
bfs = stringdet(:,3);
tfs = stringdet(:,4);
% units [mm]
% units [mm]
% units [mm]
% units [mm]
% Net effective shear area (SVR 6-1-2/15.7.1)
Aws = (hws+tfs).*tws./10^2; % units [cm^2]
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
% Net effective plastic section modulus (SVR 6-1-2/15.7.2)
beffs = [1_i l_1 lb]*1000;
beffs = beffs'; % units [mm]
tpi = min([tshell(2) tshell(5) tshell(8)]
thickness along length of vessel
tp_1 = min([tshell(3) tshell(6) tshell(9)]
along length of vessel
tpb = min([tshell(4) tshell(7) tshell(10)
thickness along length of vessel
tp = [tpi tp_1 tpb]'; % units [mm]
A_plate-i = min(10*li*[tshell(2) tshell(5)
A_platel = min(10*ll*[tshell(3) tshell(6)
Aplate-b = min(10*lb*[tshell(4) tshell(7)
); % min Ice Belt platek
); % min Lower plate thicknessk
]); % min Bottom platek
t_shell(8)]); % units [cm^2]
t_shell(9)]); % units [cm^2]
t_shell(10)]); % units [cm^2]
Aplate-min = [Aplate_i A plate 1 A-plateb]'; % units [cm^2]
Astring = (hws.*tws+bfs.*tfs)/100; % units [cm^2]
hfcs = hws+.5*tfs; % units [mm]
Zps = zeros(1, length(Aplate min));
znas = zeros(1, length(Aplate min));
for n=l:length(Aplate min)
if A plate min(n)>A string(n)
Zps(n) = beffs(n)*tp(n)^2/(2*10^3)+hws(n)^ 2*tws(n)/(2*1O^3)+bfs(n)k
*tfs(n)*hfcs(n) /103;
else
znas(n) = (bfs(n)*tfs(n)+hws(n)*tws(n)-beffs(n)*tp(n))/(2*tws(n));
Zps(n) = beffs(n)*tp(n)*(znas(n)+tp(n)/2)/10^3+((hws(n)-znas(n))k
^2+znas(n)^2)*tws(n)/(2*1O^3)+...
bfs(n)*tfs(n)*(hfcs(n)-znas(n))/10^3;
end
end
Zps = Zps'; % units [cm^3]
% Required plastic section modulus (SVR 6-1-2/15.9.1(a))
nl(1) = max([ceil(Stringspan/s(2)) ceil(Stringspan/s(4)) ceilk
(Stringspan/s(6))]);
nl(2) = max([ceil(Stringspan/s(3)) ceil(Stringspan/s(5)) ceilk
(Stringspan/s(7))]);
nl(3) = nl(2);
nl = nl';
Ct = zeros(l, length(nl));
for n=l:length(nl)
if mod(nl(n),2) == 0
Ct(n) = 1/8*nl(n)*(nl(n)+2);
else
Ct(n) = 1/8*(nl(n)+1)^2;
end
end
Ct = Ct';
P-max(l) = max([AF(2) AF(5) AF(8)])*PPFs*max([Pavg(2) Pavg(5) Pavg(8)]);
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P-max(2) = max([AF(3) AF(6) AF(9)])*PPFs*max([Pavg(3) Pavg(6) Pavg(9)]);
P_max(3) = max([AF(4) AF(7) AF(10)])*PPFs*max([Pavg(4) Pavg(7) Pavg(10)]);
P_max = Pmax';
b_max = max(b);
b_max = [bmax bmax b-max]';
Zpmax(1) = max([Zp(2) Zp(5) Zp(8)]);
Zpmax(2) = max([Zp(3) Zp(6) Zp(9)]);
Zpmax(3) = max([Zp(4) Zp(7) Zp(10)]);
Zp_max = Zpmax';
smax(1) = max([s(2) s(4) s(6)]);
smax(2) = max([s(3) s(5) s(7)]);
smax(3) = s-max(2);
s_max = s max';
beffsm = beffs * 0.001;
Rq = .255.*P max.*smax.*bmax.*(3-bmax./(2*beffs-m))-2*10^-6*yield.k
*Zpmax./beffsm;
smin(1) = min([s(2) s(4) s(6)]);
smin(2) = min([s(3) s(5) s(7)]);
s_min(3) = s-min(2);
s_min = s min';
Kltest = 1.75*(3.3/Stringspan)^2.*(.55./smin).*(1.5./beffsm);
K1 = zeros(1, length(Kl_test));
for n=l:length(Kl_test)
if Kl test(n)<1.4
Kl(n) = 1.4;
else
Kl(n) = Kltest(n);
end
end
K1 = Kl';
Zstl = 10^6/(2*yield).*Ct.*s-max.*Rq;
Zpt max(1) = max([Zpt(2) Zpt(5) Zpt(8)]);
Zpt max(2) = max([Zpt(3) Zpt(6) Zpt(9)]);
Zpt max(3) = max([Zpt(4) Zpt(7) Zpt(10)]);
Zptmax = Zpt-max';
Zst2 = Kl.*Zpt-max;
Zst = max(Zstl,Zst2);
% Required shear area (SVR 6-1-2/15.9.1(b))
K2 = 1.175*(3.3/Stringspan).*(.55./s min);
Astl = sqrt(3)*10^4/(2*yield).*Rq.*nl; % units [cm^2]
At-max(1) = max([At(2) At(5) At(8)]);
At-max(2) = max([At(3) At(6) At(9)]);
At-max(3) = max([At(4) At(7) At(10)]);
At-max = At-max'; % units [cm^2]
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Ast2 = K2.*At max;
Ast max(Astl,Ast2);
%% Stability Check (SVR 6-1-2/17)
% must check all framing members for stability
% local web buckling (SVR 6-1-2/17.1)
stabl = (hw./tw)-(805/yield^.5); % frames - same convention below
stabls = (hws./tws)-(805/yield^.5); % stringers - same convention below
% web thickness check (SVR 6-1-2/17.5)
stab2 = .35*tshell*(yield/235)^.5-tw;
tpmax(1) = max([t_shell(2) tshell(5) tshell(8)]);
tpmax(2) = max([t_shell(3) tshell(6) tshell(9)]);
tpmax(3) = max([tshell(4) tshell(7) tshell(10)]);
tpmax = tpmax';
stab2s = .35*tp_max*(yield/235)^.5-tws;
% flange width and outstand (SVR 6-1-2/17.7)
stab3 = 5*tw-bf;
stab3s = 5*tws-bfs;
stab4 = ((bf-tw)./2./tf)-(155/yield^.5);
stab4s = ((bfs-tws)./2./tfs)-(155/yield^.5);
%% Optimization Constraints
% Build up of constraints based on (SVR 6-1-2) from previous equations
% c is a vector that expresses the nonlinear inequalities at x where: c(x)k
<0
c(1:10) = At - Aw;
c(11:20) = Zpt - Zp;
c(21:30) = stabl;
c(31:40) = stab2;
c(41:50) = stab3;
c(51:60) = stab4;
c(61:63) = Ast - Aws;
c(64:66) = Zst - Zps;
c(67:69) = stabls;
c(70:72) = stab2s;
c(73:75) = stab3s;
c(76:78) = stab4s;
c(79) = (max(hw)+max(bf)+max(tf))/1000 - min(s);
c(80:89) = tnet - t-shell;
% ceq is a vector that expresses the nonlinear equalities at x,
% There are none, hence: ceq(x)=0
ceq = [];
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Hull Form Geometry Used in Calculations
View of Hull Form
Ice-Strengthened Regions Illustrated by Color
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Principal Hull Dimensions
Displacement [MT] 7112
Length at UIWL [m] 105.2
Appendix C
Hull Angles
UIWL Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg] 20.0
UIWL Angle Second Bow Sub-Section [deg] 19.5
UIWL Angle Third Bow Sub-Section [deg] 19.0
UIWL Angle Fourth Bow Sub-Section [deg] 14.0
Buttock Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg] 30.0
Buttock Angle Second Bow Sub-Section [deg] 30.0
Buttock Angle Third Bow Sub-Section [deg] 30.0
Buttock Angle Fourth Bow Sub-Section [deg] 30.0
Frame Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg] 34.0
Frame Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg] 30.5
Frame Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg] 29.5
Frame Angle First Bow Sub-Section [deg] 21.0
Structure Parameters
Ice Belt Region Height [m] 7.0
Lower Region Height [m] 4.6
Half Frame Length of Bottom [n] 4.3
Stringer Span (average distance between bulkheads) [m] 7.6
Hull Areas
Wetted Hull Area @ UIWL [m^2] 2735.3
Icebelt Area [mi^2] 1231.3
Lower Area [m^2] 1099.9
Bottom Area [m^12] 404
Hull Division Lengths
Bow Length [m] 25.1
Bow Intermediate Length [m] 10.1
Midbody Length [m] 51.5
Stern Length [n] 18.5
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Appendix D Production Metrics Used in Calculations
Welding Metrics
Weld Thickness of Single Pass [mm] - [5/16" = 7.94 mm] 7.94
USD per weld meter [USD/m] 100.00
Region Factors
Bow Region Factor 2.0
Bow Intermediate Ice Belt Region Factor 1.75
Bow Intermediate Lower Region Factor 1.75
Bow Intermediate Bottom Region Factor 1.8
Midbody Ice Belt Region Factor 1.75
Midbody Lower Region Factor 1.5
Midbody Bottom Region Factor 1.25
Stem Ice Belt Region Factor 1.75
Stem Lower Region Factor 1.5
Stem Bottom Region Factor 1.25
Steel Costs and Factors
Steel Factor for ABS Mild Steel 1.0
Steel Cost for ABS Mild Steel 800
Steel Factor for ABS Grade-32 High Strength Steel 1.25
Steel Cost for ABS Grade-32 High Strength Steel 950
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Welding Production Factor
VS.
Frame Spacing
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Appendix E Structural Choices Made in Calculations
Keel Thickness
Keel Thickness [mm] 50.0
Side Shell Size Options
Minimum Side Shell Thickness [mm] 5
Maximum Side Shell Thickness [mm] 25
Discrete Size Multiples of Side Shell Thickness [mm] 5
Frame Size Options
Minimum Frame Web Height [mm] 300
Maximum Frame Web Height [mm] 750
Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Web Height [mm] 10
Minimum Frame Web Thickness [mm] 5
Maximum Frame Web Thickness [mm] 25
Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Web Thickness [mm] 5
Minimum Frame Flange Width [mm] 300
Maximum Frame Flange Width [mm] 750
Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Flange Width [mm] 10
Minimum Frame Flange Thickness [mm] 5
Maximum Frame Flange Thickness [mm] 25
Discrete Size Multiples of Frame Thickness [mm] 5
Stringer Size Options
Minimum Stringer Web Height [mm] 300
Maximum Stringer Web Height [mm] 750
Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Web Height [mm] 10
Minimum Stringer Web Thickness [mm] 5
Maximum Stringer Web Thickness [mm] 25
Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Web Thickness [mm] 5
Minimum Stringer Flange Width [mm] 300
Maximum Stringer Flange Width [mm] 750
Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Flange Width [mm] 10
Minimum Stringer Flange Thickness [mm] 5
Maximum Stringer Flange Thickness [mm] 25
Discrete Size Multiples of Stringer Flange Thickness [mm] 5
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Number of Stringers
Ice Belt Number of Stringers Range 2 to 4
Lower Region Number of Stringers Range 1 to 2
Bottom Number of Stringers Range 1 to 2
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